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I. imtrobuction 
In %tm first part of tMe introduction, properties of 
a few of the so-called fun4affiente.l particles and some of the 
Ide&i associated with them &r© described, since they will b« 
needed for later dig ©u® a ions. In the second, part, facts con-
cerninp the light hyperfreg»ients best knovn at thle time are 
presented, along with a brief deecriptlon of the purpose of 
the preient work, 
A, Pund&iaental Particles 
fh® terai "fundaaental particle" denote® a physical 
entity that one finds more convenient to coneider as a unit 
rather tha.n an aggregate of parte j this definition is vague 
and impreciee, but no attempt will be made here to give a 
more rigorous one. there should be no question, however, 
that they be called particles becauee they have all the at-
trlbutei of particles. Some of their char&cterletics that 
one would like to know are their charge, mass, intrineic 
angular momentua {spin), lifetime, and of those the.t do not 
last very long, their modes and products of disintegration. 
Although a large nuiaber (approximately thirty) of such 
particle® have been observed, only a few are mentioned here. 
2 
Roisi Cl) has coffipllea a list of knoi»'n properties for most 
of them; the reader is referred to Ms article for a more de­
tailed aocount# Selected chare.cterlstlcB of a fe>' of them 
haye been listed in Table 1. 
The fuEflamental particles can b# cl&esed according to 
their rest masses, fha lieht nesone (Lr-particles) include 
the and Tr-msgons; heavy mesons {K-partiolee) have laaeses 
between the TT-meson aats and the proton roaes; nucleons com-
pri»e the proton and neutron; hyperons have raaesee between 
the neutron »&®e and th© deiateron mag®. The fundamental 
particles may alternatively be clageified according to their 
spine? liffht fermions, i.e., particles with half-integral 
spin (electrons, neutrinos, yu-meuonn and poefiibly eome of 
the !C-partlcles); heavy feraions (nucleons and hyperons); 
bosons, i.e., particlee with integral spin (photons, TT-mesons 
and iioet of tte E-particlee), 
One of the hyperons of particular Interest here is the 
/\®, which was digcovered in 19^7 by Rochester and Butler 
(2), One of itt well-established modes of dieintegration is 
A° ^ p 4 Tt' + 36.9 +0.2 Mev, (1,1a) 
where p i® a proton and Q, = 36.9 ±0,2 Mev is the total ki­
netic energy of the secondary particles in that frame of 
fable 1. Selected Properties of a Few PwndaiBental Particle.#^ 
Reet siaes® Rest energy 
(Meir) 
Meen life 
{eeeond) 
^-aeeons 207 106 k 2.1x10-6 
7Z-mm&otm (TT^) 273 139.5 0 2.65x10-® 
7r®-ffieeon ( tt®) 264 135 0 ^ 53C10"15 
©^-particle (0®) 966 ± 10 ^+93 ± 5 integer 1.5x10-1® 
/\®-particl@ 2181 ± 1 1115 ± 1 h®.lf-Integer 
2!^-particl8e C Z 2332 ± 4 1192 ± 2 half-integer ^ 10"^® 
cascade p&rtlole (JE.") -2590 -1323 half-integer ^10-10 
®ValtteG of raaseeg, lifetimes, etc., are thoee given in Roesi'e paper (l). 
^The syiabolB and charges of the particles appear in parentheses Immediately 
following the name, 
^Electron cjase = »g = 9.107xlO'"28 gg,^ 
^Planck's conet&nt aivide(3 by 2 7r Is denoted by 
reference In which the /\® disintegrate® at rest.* The value 
of Q Is that reported by FrlecSlander et al, (3), Another 
energetically poesible mode of die Integration of the /\®, 
^ n -I- TT® + 40 Mev , (l.lb) 
where n is a neutron, Is rather difficult to detect directly, 
ilnce "both of the secondarlee have zero charge. As pointed 
out in Section I, B, evidence for iti existence is based pri­
marily on data concerning hyperfragments, From (1,1a) it Is 
aO 
apparent that the A must have half-integral spin, since 
the TT" has spin zero, fhe value of the spin has not yet 
been definitely deteraiinedj in the present work, it is 
aeeumed to b# C-l)!!* (S®® Section I, B.) 
fhe ©^-particle belong© to the clais of heavy meeone or 
I-partlclee* There are many K-particles (l), most of them 
having about the same mase (960 81^), with mean lifetimes 
ranging from about 10"*® to 10"^® eecond. A well-established 
»ode of disintegration of the S® ie 
©o —^ jt:+ ^ rr- + 21k't 5 Mev. (1.2a) 
1 description of measurementg and kineisatice for the 
disintegration may be found in B,oeei'e paper (l). 
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From mode (1,2a), It ie apparent tMt s, the epin of the 0®, 
luuBt Ije an Integral multiple of ^ and that the oorreBponding 
parity ie C-l)®. Another energetically possible isod.e of 
dleintegrRtion 1® 
00 —^ 2 + 223 Mev. (l. 2 b )  
If this mode do®s indeed exi®t,* the S® cannot have odd 
parity;** the spin would then have to be an even integer 
fflultiple of |i» 
fhe light; meeoRB have the following •well-known modes of 
dieintegrationJ 
^ + -2/ -t 33 M®v , 
? 2^ + 135 Mev, 
? 9^ + 2 -t 105 ^ ev, 
Osher and Parktr (4, p. 23), as well as Blumenfeld 
et fel. (5)» have tentatively reported that mode {l.2b) may 
occur. 
For a eystea of two identical bosons, interchanging 
the coordinates of the two particles is equivalent to changing 
the signs of all coordinates. The former operation raust 
leave the wave function unchanged, eince a syetem containing 
two Identical partlclee is not altered if the positions of 
the particles are interchani^d. One therefore concludes that 
states of odd parity are forbidden for systeros coneieting of 
two identical bosons. 
TV 
IT'' 
6 
where and -jt represent a photon and neutrino, respec­
tively. 
fhere is a itrange aspect ooncernlng hyperone and K-
t>artlcle8 tha.t reolnde one of the ''Oppenhelaer paradox". It 
was once thou^t that ^ -aeeone are formed In the upper at-
ffiosphere % high-energy proton® and then descend to saa 
IsTel, where thty are found In abundance. After the discovery 
was mad® later that meaone do not interact strongly with 
o&tter, Oppenheiser erapheeized that this description of their 
origin preBsnt® a "basic difficulty. He pointed out that if 
a particle ie readily formed In a. reaction, then it should 
interact strongly with the particles from which it is pro­
duced. fhe answer, that there are really two different 
particles involved, turned out to be rather trivial. The 
fr-mesone are the particles which ere initially produced and 
subsequently decay into yui-mesom and neutrinos, Plone do 
Indeed Interact strongly with matter, but the atmocphere in 
which they are formed 1® so rarefied that many of thew have 
tine to decay. 
The strange aspect of hyperone a^d I-TjarticleB is that 
although they are readily produced in nuclear interactions 
I in tiaee of the order of 10 second), their lifetimee are 
comparatively long and they do not seem to interact strongly 
with matter, fhls fact apparently contradicte the principle 
? 
of reverellblllty. In order to &Told this difficulty, with­
out resorting to a solution siBJilar ("but perhaps weaker in 
fora) to that of the Op-oenheimer paradox, the hypothesis in 
introfiucefi that hyperons can only "be produced in aesociation 
with K-particles. Although this hypothecis of associated 
production is admittedly M boo, it ie s very useful one. 
At this tine, there ie no well-known evidence that definitely 
contradicts it. An example of associated production is the 
reaction, 
rr" p /\® + , (1.3) 
which hfte a croes section of about 1 millib®rn for 1.5 Bev 
pion® (6). 
Foraalisiie incorporatinf the idea of aeeociated produc­
tion have Ijeen proposed hy C>ell-M,ann (?) and Sache (8). The 
decay and production proceeeee of the fundamental particles 
are clctseified by Sach® in teraie of selection rules for a new 
quantum number, called the "attribute", denoted by £, The 
attribute i® aesuaed to have the following properties: (a) 
a definite value of the attribute can be assigned to every 
fundaaiental particle; {b) the attribute for any collection 
of particles ig the eum of the attributes of all the parti-
cltij (c) traneitionB for which a » 0 are very fast; 
8 
Cd) transitions for which Aa = ^ 1 are ©low, of the order 
of the otof@rved decay rates of fundsrasntal particles; (e) 
trs,naltions havirig |Aal > 1 are so elow as to be unobserved. 
Perhaps It should be mentioned, here that Saci:<,s also 
introduces a conservation law %'hleh is suge:eetsd by the fact 
that no ©vent has be©n found in vMch a heavy ferraion changes 
directly into a light feriaion, even though such ©vents would 
be ftlloi^-ed by the usual eoneervation laws, (For exe,iaple, the 
proton has never been observed to decay into a positon and 
photon,) Becsuee of tMs property, a new coneervttion law, 
called the coneervation of heavy particles (fermione), is 
invoked. In gfeetlng this law» it is convenient to assign a 
number, called the b&ryon number, to each of the heavy p&rti-
oles (baryoitfi).* fhe fearyon number for protons, neutrons 
and fill known hyptrons is + 1 and tha.t for the oorreiipondlng 
antiparttclee I® - 1. The law asserts that there ie no inter­
action whioh ohanges the sum of the beryon numbers of a col­
lection of heavy particles {or that » heavy particle can only 
b® destroyed by annihilation with a heavy antiparticle),** It 
1® quite foreign to claeeioal or to ordinary quantum physics. 
*The naae ^baryons" for the heavy particles was intro­
duced by Pais (9). 
*^fhe stability of the proton, in the absence of anti-
particlee, is consistent with this law because it is the parti­
cle of low#6t aaes which hae a (poeitive) baryon number. 
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So attempt ii made by Sachs to relate theee new quantum 
numbers to other "ohyelc&l properties of the particleB. It 
is hie intention to Introduce a scheme for classifylnpr the 
fundamental p&rticlee in euch a v&f m to correlate their 
Boies of production, observed decay rates, and the interae-
tione between them,. 
Aeeignmente of attribute are made in the followin,G' i-^ay, 
Pions are aieumed to have attribute equal to zero, because 
different numbere of pione appear in so ia&ny (fagt) reactions. 
It is convenient to aseign a « 0 to nucleone, because nucleon-
nucleon and pion~nuel©on collisions (called zero-colliieione) 
glTe rise to fast traneitione; the sum of the attributes of 
particles produced in zero-collieions must then vanish, 
according to rule {c) for the attribute. 
Because mode (l.la) is slow, the /A® must have a « ± 1. 
The attribute ie arbitrarily taken to be •+- 1, 
The ^-hyperone h&ve the modes of disintegration (l), 
2"^ J. p + 77° + 116 ± 2 Kev, 
n + 77-^ + 111 ±2 Mev. 
In order to account for their elo^-- decay, roust 
also have a - i: 1. An attribute identical to that of the /\° 
10 
ifi ehosen because tbe A® and X-hyperone are Interrelated 
by th® assoeiated pFoduotion with K-partlclee (6). 
The cascade particle, ^El", Is observed (10) to have the 
mode of disintegration, 
3- —> A + 'H" + 67 + 12 Mev. (1.5) 
Its attribute ©met therefore differ from that of the A° by 
+ 1. The choice a = 0 wowld lead to the epontaneoue decay 
of the -2- Into a neutron and Tt", according: to rule (c); 
a choice of a - 2 is therefore required for the ZEZ". 
Since the and a positive K-partlcle are observed (6) 
to be produced (in zero-collisions) in association with the 
A® and Jl"" r'espectlwly, they must have attribute - 1. 
fheee and other I-particlee that have simil&r modes of associ­
ated production are called part ides, 
fhe particle# must be distinguished from K-particlee 
of neg&tiv® charge that are captured by nuclei (11), pre-
iim&bly• tiirough the fast reactions, 
I~ 4- p 
A® + TT" 
. (1.6) 
f A® 4- TT® 
^ , K + n —> 
r + rr' 
If these I^-partlclee have a - - 1, then reactions (I.6) 
should not be observed, according to rule (e), alnce 
11 
= 2, One Is therefore forced to make the choice 
a = 1 for the IT", which are called K2-partlclee. 
Sa,ohs alfio Introduces eselgnmente of attribute for the 
photon and light fermlone, but no mention of theni >;111 be 
ffiade here except to note that because of the fast decay of 
the 17° into two photons, the photon must be assigned a « 0. 
The principle of conserTation of i-gpin (ieotopic st)in) 
for strong interaotione may be URefl for a further class ifi-
cation of the fundamental particle®. Gell-Mann {?) and 
Mighijima Cl2) have proposed that there need not be a strict 
correlation between the spin and i-epin, I, of a particle: 
& boson may have half-integral i-spin, whereac a f'-rmion may 
have Integral i-spin. Sachs aseumee that q, the charge of a 
partiolt, ie related to 1^, the 3-component of the i-cpin, 
in such a way that 
q = # I^, for Integral i-epin, 
(1.7) 
= > (D), for half-integral i-spin, 
%''h@re ® ie the charge of the Dositon. On the basis of thie 
assumption, charge states of fundamentel particles not yet 
observed can be predicted. An additional aeguraption ie 
u s u a l l y  H a d e  t h e - . t  a  c h a r g e d  p a r t i c l e  c a n n o t  h a r e  1 = 0 .  
12 
For example, theee assiUBptlone imply thet there must 
o ^ 
exist a 21 einc® Z- -psrtlclee are observed. 
If the -particle le assigned I - i-» then there are two 
klndi of 2!^®-particles, one asgociated, with the 27 
the other associated with the X"** 0** other hand, if 
the 1 = 1, then , 21^* 21~ three 
eharge states of the esiae particle. The latter choice eeeme 
more reasonable, £ priori, since it Introduces only one new 
particle. In either oaee the rauet be ageigned a = 1 
and would therefore decay spontaneously, presumably by the 
mode,* 
2:° A" + r • (1.8) 
Since no charge states correeponding to the /f have been 
ob®erred it is natural to aeeume that 1=0 for the /\®, 
E, 0. Salant (15) ha.8 reported, that the number of Kg-
•partielee appears to fee considerably emaller than the number 
Hh 
of K]L-partides produced In the Brookhe^ven cosmotron. fhis 
^ o 
If the X has about the same mase as the charged 
particles, it cannot decay into a /\® and TT because' energy 
woidd not be conserved, Tentative evidence for (1.8) has 
been found by Walker (13) and Fowler et al. (l^). Note that 
for the charged ^-partlclea, modes of disintegration corre-
epoEding to (1,8) are forbidden by charge coneervation. 
(There ie ae yet no evidence to contradict the aeeumption 
that A-pa-fticlee heve only one charge etate, the /\®.) 
13 
f&ct is aeeounted for if a has a - 1, because it would 
have to be produced (in a zero-collision) in aeBOciation with 
Hh 
a %Ther©a8 a has an alternative mode of production (in 
aiflociation with a hyperon). Since the threshold for the 
former process is somewhat higher ths.n that for tha latter 
(8), the I2 should not be producefi ae abundantly as the K^, 
in agreement with obserfatlon. 
Since only neutral and poiitive charge states have been 
observed for the Kj^-perticles, an assignment of I = made 
for theffi. If I = § le aegumsd for the K2-particlee, there 
would have to exist a iC2 as well as a K*l. The K® could have 2 2 2 
the feame inode of disintegration as the 0°, for example, but 
would be produced (in zero-collis ions) only in aseociation 
with'a 'Kj^-particle. Evidence that a ie produced in associ­
ation with a 0® has recently been reported (17), In the fol­
lowing digeuBsione, %re will assume that I = I- for K^-Dartlclee 
as well ai • 
Since a positive ccecade particle has not yet been ob­
served, it is natural to assign I - to the Zl"". One would 
then have to aseume the existence of a hitherto unobserved 
32® with a node of disintegration, 
Blatt and Butler (16) have accounted for this fact in 
terms of charge conservation and associated, production {with 
a predominance of /\® production), without resorting to the 
more specific idea of attribute. 
14 
(1.9) A + rr 
tbat would Indjgsd toe aifflciilt to Identify. 
Perhaps it siioulfl be pointed out that echemeg for clas­
sifying fundamental particles are tentative and not without 
deficiencies;* hox^ever, they have BO far proved to be quite 
useful. 
B. The Light Hyperfragaents 
In the present work, a hyperfragment is ciefined as a 
bound syitem, consietlng of a together with a number of 
nucleone, that is st&ble for times of the order of lifetime 
of the free There it tentative evidence (18, 19) that 
"fitrange" particles othtr than the A° laay also foria bound 
sygteffl.® with nucleon®; however, euch syeteme will not be 
coneidered here. 
The first indication that hyperfragaaente exist wae 
reported, by Danyez and Pniewekl (20) in 1953* Since that 
tioe many ©vente have been observed which eetablish with 
a great degree of certainty that hyperfragmentB do indeed 
For example, the pion beta decey, 77" —> e + z/ , 
which ffl&y possibly occur with very email probability, cannot 
be accounted for, a® Sacha (8) points out. 
15 
occur. Photographic emulsions heve been used to a lf.,rge 
extent ae detectore. In general, a charged fragment is 
emitted from a high-energy reaction and eiibsequently decays 
(in times ranging from about 10"^^ to 10"^® eecond), with a 
releaE© of a large ajEount of energy. The disintegration of 
a hyperfragiaent is said to be either "meBonic" (if the 7T-
meeon escapes from the interaction volume) or "nonineeonic" 
(if the rest energy of the pion ie liberated in the disinte­
gration), In the frame of reference of the hyperfragment* 
the ffi&xiiBura kinetic energy observed for the secondary parti­
cles in mesonic decaye should be leee than the Q,-value of the 
free A^-dieintegration (by en amount equal to the binding 
energy of the A®)* J'iie TT-meson can either be a Tr" or a 
7T®; the latter presuiuably arises (19) from the A° disinte­
grating by the aode, /\® —> n + 7T®. 
The total number of particles in a hyperfragment is 
called the mass number and ig denoted by A, Since in this 
work we will be primarily interested in hyperfragmentr with 
A ^ 5# facts concerning hyperfregmente with higher maaa 
numbers will not be presented, in any detail, 
# 
R, Levi Setti (21), in s recent review article on 
hyperfragaentfi, has outlined alternative interpretations 
that are possible in some casee. See aleo W. P. Fry ££ al, 
(19). 
Methods of meagurements have been descrl'bed, for 
example, by Rossi (l, 22). 
16 
Nootnclature and data on binding energies of the A® 
for hyperfragiefnt® with A 4 5 given In Table 2. 
4 
From the stability of one can conclude that the 
Paull prinoi|5le causes the forcee between a third neutron 
3 
and the nuoleons of which do not form a stable system, 
to be weaker than the forcee between a /f and the nucleone 
fable 2. Moaenclature and Data for Light Hyperfragmente 
Bound B_® 
systeai (Mev) (Mev) 
Hypertrlton ( ^e"^) (H^ + A®) -
H 
•
 
o
 0,3 6.26 
4 
Hyperhydrogen-4 ( ) (H3 A®) 2.0 ± 0.4® 
H'yperheliuii-4 ( ^He^) (H@^ AO) 1.8 ± 0.4® 20.6 
Hyperhelluffi-5 ( ^ He^) (He^ 4- A°) 2.0 ± 0.6^ 
®fhe symbol for each hype2*fragiaent is glTen in paren­
theses iffiiaediately following the name. 
^The binding energy of the /f is denoted by . 
c 
The binding; energy of the last neutron in a nucleus 
of the same ©an® number as that of the corresponding hyper-
frai^ment i® denoted by B«. Taluee of Bn were taken from 
C. t. li MMa (26). 
Raskin &1. (24). 
®W, F. Fry (25). 
F. Fry M Ma ^^3). 
17 
3 
of H , An analogous staHement can be made In regard to 
AB seen In Table 2, the binding energies of the A® 
HR in and ,H© are much less than those of a neutron in 
3 k M and He . fhe Pauli princiiJle does not play so important 
a role in these cases. 
At the present time neither the hyperdeuteron ( -h p) 
nor the hypepdineutron ( been definitely ob­
served to be stable. F. Fry et al. (23) have pointed out 
that if the byperdeuteron li bound, one would expect it to 
be found more abundantly than because more protons are 
emitted from high-energy inter&ctionB in photographic emul­
sion® than deuterone. The observed decrease (23) of with 
decreasing A (A ^ 15) and the gmall value of for 
strongly eugereet that the hyperdeuteron is not bound. 
In regard to the spin of the A°, Ruderman and Karrlus 
(30) have shown from an analyeie of the mesonic and non-
mesonic decay of hyperfragmente that the spin is either ^  or 
3/2 (in unite of M) and that if the spin is 3/2, the parity 
of the /f is the same ae that of the nroton. Information 
(31» 32) about the spin of the /f can also be obtained by 
fhe event discovered by Alexander et al. (2?), which 
could have been interpreted (28) as a hyr^erdeuteron, beare 
a reoarkable reeemblance to the decay in flight of a hyper-
triton reported by Skjegeeetad and Sdreneen '(29). 
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atasmring the angular correlation hetween the planes of 
profitietlon ana planes of decay of the A° formed in the reac­
tion (1.3)* talker and BbBpp&rd {33) reported eight events 
In whlah the dihedral angle between the planee of production 
and decaj of %h@ A® was less than and tentatively oon-
oluded that the epln could toe 3/2 or 5/2 or poeglbly ae high 
ae 7/2. HowTer, sore reoent results obtained by J, Steln-
berger'g group (3^) with a propane bubble chamber give no 
definite indication (on the basis of a total of 31 events In­
cluding these of Walker and Shepp&rd) that the epln of the 
A® i® greater than For this reason, the spin of the A® 
is assumed to be § in the calculations of the preeent work. 
Many aore event® of associated production of the A® will 
undoubtedly have to be analyzed before Its epln can be 
definitely determined. 
fhe purpose of the present work Is to determine the 
paraaeters of & phenoraenologlcal potential assumed for the 
A 0 /\ -nucleon Interaction by fitting then? to the observed 
binding energies of the light hyperfragments. To this end, 
variational calculation® are carried out for the hyperfrag­
ments %?lth A 4 5. 
fh® variational calculstlone Indicate that the ground 
state of the hypertriton Is a epln quartet and that the total 
spin of the four-partlcl© hyperfragmente le 1, However, If the 
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inaecureolee of the calculations are »uch that the total 
energies of the h^^perfregraents are in error by five per cent 
or more, one cannot exclude an alternative poesibility that 
the ground state of is a spin doublet (In an l-epin 
iinglet Stat®) and that the epin of the four-particle hyper-
fragmente is ZBVO. In either case, it ie likely that neither 
hyperhelium-»3 ( A® + 2p) nor the hypertrineutron ( A® + 2n) 
is bound. 
In reaching thee® conoluslone the chief asBumptione 
which have been aade are: (a) the hyperdeuteron ie not 
bound; (b) the er^ln of the A® is (c) the A°-nucleon 
interaction arising from the virtual exchange of heavy meeone 
may be represented, by the aeeumed phenomenological potential 
(any possible pion admixture resulting from the virtual ex­
change of at least two plone between the A° and nucleon 
being neglected); (d) all but the principal S-states of the 
hyperfragaente with A 4 5 be neglected, the nucleon-
nuoleon interaction being represented by tte central Yukawa 
interaction, fh© last two aeeumptione are rather severe. 
There is, a priori, no Juetification for aseumption (c), and 
certainly none for the last aseumption. However, the results 
obtained here, together with thoee on light nuclei, indicate 
that before one introduces a phenomenological potential for 
the pion admixture, %dth the intention of obtaining an 
20 
©pproxiffi&te value of its strength, the tensor Interaction 
between nucleone must at leaet not be neglected. 
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II. THE A®-NUCLE0N interaction 
A review will be given here of some of the Ideae that 
have arisen in relation to the A°-nucleon Interaction. 
R, &. S&ehi (8) has pointed out that an interaction be­
tween nucleons and the /\° could result from the virtual ex-
chana-e of K-particlee. For exaffiple, virtual proceseee of 
the kind, 
A° + K —> (N» + Kg) + M —> M« -+ , (2.1) 
conserve attribute (and would therefore be fact). They also 
conserve total i-®plri, and should lead to an exchange force. 
(In (2,1), I2 is a I2 or a and N is a neutron or proton, 
consietent with conservation of charge.) If such a force 
exists, it would have a short range, of the order of the 
heavy meson Compton wave length. An interaction of this type 
would alBo account for the follo%'^ing phenoiaena: the aesoci-
ated production of a A® and (where is a or K®) in 
N-fl and ff-N colligionsj the Droduotion of a A° after the 
capture of & K2 by a nucleue (I6); and the many cases of 
K^-N scatteringB* thrcmgh virtual proceBpes of the kind, 
*Pai@ ®nd Serber (35) have pointed out that K^-nucleon 
interaction® m&j poesiblj lead to bound states of a K£ or K^. 
fhe existence of such "Ix-fragoent©" might account for the 
observed delayed disintegration of fragments with an energy 
release soaewhat larger than the maximum energy available 
froffl the nonmeeonic decay of a bound A® (18, 19). 
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Ki •+ N —^ %+ CA° + If) —^ N» + K| . (2.2) 
R. fi. BalltE (36) notes that for a A'^-nudson interac­
tion arising from the virtual exeh®.nge of a single 77"° the 
total i-epln would not be conserved, (Plone have 1=1, where­
as the /\® has been assigned 1=0.) By analogy vith the 
requirement of charge independence for the ordinary plon-
niicleon interaction, the /\®-proton and A^-neutron forces 
would be of oppoiite sign (37, p. 168). W© are therefore led 
to exclude a A®-nucleon Interaction arising from the virtual 
exchange of a elngle TT^, However, similar arguments cannot 
be given against the virtual exchange of two or more plone 
between a nucleon and the /\°. 
Coneequences of the aesumptlon that the A°--nucleon 
Interaction le charfe-independent (and hence charge symmetric) 
have been ex&ffllned by a number of authors (36, 38, 39, ^ 0), 
For exaople, the binding energies of the /\® in ^ and 
should be approximately equal, A& seen from Table 2, 
present data are not inconsistent •with this conclusion, 
iighijioa (39) pointe out that there may be yet another con­
tribution to the A®-nucleon force arising from virtual 
procesee® in which a A*' goes over into a 21 which 
again transforms to a virtual pions being 
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absorbed by the micleon. (Note that total 1-epin is con­
s e r v e d ,  e l n o ®  t h e  ^  -pa r t i c l e s  h a v e  b e e n  a s s i g n e d  1 = 1 . )  
A number of attfiipts that have been made to account for 
the binding energies of the A® in light hyperfragmente will 
now be dlecussed, briefly. In all of the Beffll-quantltstlve 
descriptions given so far, the A®~nucleon Interaction is 
aseumed to arise from the virtual exchange of a heavy meson, 
fhere is, a. priori, no reason why this mode of interaction 
should be the dominant one among the other possible contribu­
tion® described in the last few paragraphs. 
The email value® of the binding energy of the /\® in 
the hyperfragroenta with A 4 5 way indicate that /\°-nucleon 
forces, if a.ttraotive, must be eoroewhat weaker than nucleon-
nucleon forces,* The capture of Ig-part idee by nuclei, 
preeuiiably according to the echeme, 
Kg-+• ^ hyperon -j_ 'jp , (2,3) 
indicates a more restrictive condition that the A°-nucleon 
force, whether attractive or repulsive, cannot be very strong, 
1, P, <leorge ^  al, (^1) have observed tha.t for moet of the 
* 
fhls does not necesGarily imply that the effective 
strength of a potential describing the A°-nucleon interac­
tion should be less than that for the nucleon-nucleon inter­
action, einoe A®-nucleon force® probably have a shorter 
range C < ^/Zm c). 
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events in which & I2 captured the total V'ieible energy of 
the eecondary particles is considerably smaller than the reet 
energy of the 490 Mst). Thie fact may possibly be 
accounted for if the associated hyperon and/or */r-meson of 
reaction (2,3) ©ecape from the nucleus as neutral particles. 
Blatt and Butler (16) have shown that most of the captures 
occur when the Kg ie i^^ell inside the nuclear volume. Bince 
most of the captures produce a /A®, we can conclude that the 
mean free path of the A® in nuclear matter must be at least 
comparable tvo the nuclear radius. For otherwise the A° 
would frequently be retained ineide the nucleus together with 
the pion and as a consequence the entire energy of the Kg 
would be observed (in some caeee), contrary to the experimen­
tal results, Since the A® observed in reaction (2.3) has 
& kinetic energy of about 20 Mev, it should be treated wave 
iieche.nic&lly rather than claeFically; however, the mean-free-
path eetifflate is probably good ae a lower limit. 
The long mean free path of nucleons in nuclear matter 
can be partially understood on the basis of the Pauli 
principle (42); on the other hand, since the A° in nuclear 
natter is not restricted by the Pauli orinciple, a long- mean 
free path for it indicates a weak force, whether 
attractive or repulsive. 
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R, H. DalIt£ (43) has pointed out that the observed 
h. 
{kk, ^ 5) BOfle of dlelBtegratlon of , 
le^ + TT" , (2,U) 
U 
impliee that the spin of the mirror hyperfrsgments, 
if «. + «, •*'' 
and ^He , can only be 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , A determination 
h 
of the epin of woul.a therefore allow the parity of the 
/f (relative to the micleon) to be deduced. Note from the 
if 
"binding energies of the A® listed in fable 2 that He binds 
the only slightly more than doep He^. If the A°-micleon 
interaction were spin-independent (^6, a somewhat larger 
value than observed for the binding energy of the aP  In 
would be expected. We therefore conclucle that the 
'^^-mieleoG interaction has a etrong spin dependence in 
S-states. 
If the spin of the A vere i , then from the mode 
(2#4) the spin of well as wuia be l"*" so 
that the parallel orientation of spins of the A® and nucleon 
wo^d be most favorable, fhe epin of the grot3.nd, state of 
the hypartrlton would then be y/2 , in which case the byper-
fie^jteron (in accord with present indications) vould very 
# p 
The iiotatiOE usea is S , where S ie the epin and P is 
{+) or (•) according to whether the parity Is even or odd, 
res'Dectlveiy. 
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likely not be bomd,. Detailed arguments for thie concltislon 
aO 
are glTen In Section ¥111, For the epin of the A equal to 
•I , an sBAlogoue argument excluding bound etates for the 
hjperdeuteron is not as certain &g that Just given for a 
s p i n  o f  t h e  / f *  e q u a l  t o  % .  
An attempt to exclude certain assignments of epin and 
/& 
parity for the ^ and the ©-mesons hap "been made bj G, 
Wentzel (48). He assumes that virtual proceeses like (2*1) 
are dominant and neglects any pogelble plon admixture of the 
A®-nucleon interaction. The spin and parity of the ©-meeone* 
are restricted to be either O"^ or 1"*"* where&e the is 
a8eu»ed to have either epin I- or 3 / 2  with even or odd parity 
## for either choioe, Wentzel is able to rule out certain 
aseignaentg of spin and parity .Sq) = ),(^",1*"), 
(3/2'",1"")3 because in these cases the four-particle hyperfrag-
ments, as well as hyperfragment® with larger mage numbers, 
would not be bound. With hie model it is poeeible to predict 
the trend of the binding energy of the A° with laaes number 
*PerhapB it should be pointed out that the A°-nucleon 
force may also arise from tte virtual exchange of heavy mesons 
other than the Q-partieleg, «ueh as the T-Mesons. Present 
indications (^9) strongly favor a parity of the T-raeeon 
opposite to that of the 0®, the most probable value being 0~. 
Indicated in Section I, B, if the spin of the A® 
is 3/2, then data on tte nonffleaonlc diglnte^rratlon of hyper-
fragaente favor even parity for the 
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for the Tarioiie ooupllnge as suae d between the A® end 
nwcleon. AM the ©age niMbep Increases, the binding energy 
of the /f slowly Inortaees toward an asymptotic value, thus 
exhibiting a ®aturAtion effect. If the binding energy of 
the /f tor the bypertrlton is substantially leee than that 
for the four-par tide hyperfragments (rb indeed eeeme to be 
tte ease), his calculations show that a epin of ^  for the 
would be more probable than 3/2. 
The consequencee of the aseumption that the 
interaction le charge-independent h&e been etudled by K. 
Mlehijlaia (38, 39). The /f-nucleon interaction is aeeumed 
to arise froii the Tlrtual exchange of ©-mesons with spin O"*", 
Agfilgning a spin of •I"'" to the and aseuming that perturba­
tion theory le adequate, he derives the interaction potential, 
Y » (g2/it-rr)p^p^ r~^exp( -J^r) , ( 2.5) 
wh«re ("S'lth unite c = 1) g is the coupling cone tent, 
is the inverse of the ©-meson Cosipton wave length, and r is 
the distance between the /\® and nucleon; and are 
space and epln exchange operators, respectively. With 
'T) si, he is able to account not only for the binding 
energy of the /f in but aleo the observed crose section 
for the aefioclated production of a and 0®, indicated by 
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reaction Cl.3) In Section I, A, In view of the fact that 
the hyperdeuteron would toe bound for thlB value of the 
coupling cOMtant, the agreeaent may be accidental, Ae 
Wentzel C^8) points out, a much stronger objection to thle 
choie© of Bplns and parities for the A® and, ©-partlclee le 
that hyperfragmente with mass numbers greater than or equal 
to four would not be bound. 
A B&turatlon lliult on the binding energy of the for 
hyperfragJEente with very large maeg numbers has been obtained 
by R. O&tto i50), due to the short range of the /^-nucleon 
force.* (§atto point® out that since the /f* does not have 
to satisfy the }?aull principle In nuclear matter, the origin of 
aaturatlon 1® soisewhat different than the eaturstlon of nucle­
ar forces. In particular, saturation occurs at a inaee number 
considerably larger than four.) The A^-nucleon interaction 
l0 assumed to arise predoalnantly from the exchange of virtual 
heavy mesons, all other modee of interaction being neglected. 
If the /f«nucleon force does indeed have a short range (of 
# 
Tentative evidence for such an effect has actually been 
observed by W. F. Pry et &1. (23), T» and H, Tati (51) have 
discusBed some of ItB implications. For exemple, the event 
reported by 1, Yagoda (52), which he interprets ae the dis­
integration of a hypertriton, could also iko) poeelbly be a 
hyperhydrogen-4, on the basis of the data of that event 
alone. However, the latter alternative is lese favorable 
because the values obtained for the binding energy of the 
A®in hyperhydrogen-^ differ too much fro® those of hyper-
fragraent® with adjacent raaee nuabere. 
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tlie order of the heavy meson Gompton wave length), a leatura-
tlon limit would be @j:peotet3. because only those nucleone 
that ai»e not far outside the range of force will contribute 
to the reeultii^ potential acting on the A®, A poeeible 
exchar^e character of the A°-nuoleon force would presumably 
aleo contribute to this effect, but in a less important >ray» 
since a reduction of the exchange force ihould occur arsproxi-
mately at distances larger tMn the internucleon distance, 
which ie somewhat greater than the heavy mtson Compton wave 
length. Using a ©paee-epin exchange potential, with a 
fultawa radial dependence, Gat to findfs (upon limiting the 
strength of the potential in accord with the nonetability 
of the hyperfteuteron) that for hyperfragments with very 
large maee number, A, the binding energy of the A° ehould 
be le®g thB.n about 22 lf«v« However, this number depends 
rather etrongly on the value assumed for the radius parameter 
1/3 
Fq, defines, by Tq « M/A , where K is th© rsdiue of the 
hyperfrsgment. 
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III. TIE BYPSRDEUTEROK 
A« A Phenoaenologleal Potential for the 
/^-Nucleon Interaction 
fhe interaction between nuoleons and the /f is aeeumed 
to arise from the virtual exchange of heavy mesons. Ae 
pointed out in Section II, there is no apparent reason why 
thi® mode of interaction should necessarily toe th® dominant 
on© among the other possible contributions. However, the 
present calculation®, together with those on light nuclei 
(53* 5^1 55# 56)I indicate that before introducing a phe-
noaanological potential for the pion admixture of the 
nucleon interaction, one should at least include the tensor 
interaction between nucleons. Although the amount of effort 
involved would thereby be increased somewhat, the reliabil­
ity of the calculations wotild be greatly improved. In fact, 
becaute of the large excess binding energy obtained for hy-
p«rheliuffl-5 (e©e Section ¥111), it ie imperative that the 
tensor interaction not be neglected, if one is to determine 
whether a set of values can be found for the constante of 
the /^-nucleon Interaction potential >rhich are consistent 
with the obterved binding energies of the mase 3» ^ ©•nd 5 
hyperfragments, 
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fhe present work then is to be coneidered In the spirit 
of ft preliminary investigation in which the plon admixture of 
th# /^»nuelmn fore© and also the tensor interaction between 
nueleons are neglected primarily for simplicity. 
fhe /f-nwoleon interaction is aegumed to be represented 
by the potential, 
-- K +  
(3.1) 
ifhere 1® a epace exoha.nee operator which interchanges the 
posltione of particles 1 and J; &q, b© and Cq are numerical 
constant®; r^j • ^ poeition vec­
tors of the A\ and 4th nucleon, respectively; (T is the 
Paul! spin vector, fhe space part of the interaction poten-
tial is assumed to have a Yukawa radial dependence, 
lC(rij) = -Ko( , (K„ > 0) (3-2) 
wJbere is the strength and /3q is the inverse of the range 
of the A^-Kucleon interaction. Since the interaction is 
assuaed to arise from the virtual exchange of heavy mesons, 
liB will be pointed out in Section ¥1, a reasonable 
value for the total binding energy of hyperheliuiB-5 is ob­
tained only if iCrj^j) is attractive. 
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should, be approximately equa.1 to the Inverse of the 
heavy meson Coiapton wave length. 
Slnoe the virtual <sxch®,nge of heavy mesons between a 
nucleon and. th® /f, ae indies ted. by Iq. (2.1), revereea 
the nature of the two particles, the lowest order inter­
action of thi® type muet lead to a epace exchange force. 
Thie suggests that th® first two terms of Eq. (3.1) are 
ifflall in comparison with the other tersjs containing the 
operator No information concerning the validity of 
thie aisufflption ie obtained in the present work, because 
the v&luee of the eonitante and Cq are not determined, 
fh© epac® parts of the wave functions used in the varia­
tional calculfttione are assumed to be totally symmetric, 
{See Section I?.) The operator leaves these functions 
unchanged, so that for thee® functions of Eq. (3.1) 
may be written ae 
B. Condition® for Instability of the Hyperdeuteron 
Let the relative coordinates be defined by 
r = r^ - r 1 - '2. R = <Vl + V2>/<«o + «p' 
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where and rg are the position vectors of the A® 
proton, respeotiwly; Mq is the mme of th© A°» Under the 
tr&nefomatlon to the relatlw coordinatee, the operator T 
for kinetic energy becoaes 
T « - {>i2/2(Mo-f- Mp)) » (3.3) 
where + Mp) J and are ths Laplace 
operators for the relative voctore R and r, reBpectively, 
For the hyp«rd©wteron ( the interaction potential of 
Eq. (3.1) l8, with r = 1 
1 / i v )  =  ( 3 .  +  ( ^ 2 ) K ( r )  ,  
I(r) s= - ^r)"^exp(-^^r) . 
Since the Inttraetion potential depends only on r, the 
Sehroedinger equation can be separated into tw equations, 
one for the relative motion and the other for the center-
of-aass motion. The equation for the relative motion is 
Vl + 7/(r))^ z E\^, (E < 0) 
where vp is the total wave function. Since the epin wave 
function of the hypeMeuteron is an eigenfunction for the 
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spin operator of the potential V(r), the laet dlsplayefl 
equation may be written as 
C- + kKr))*}^ = {E < 0) (3.^) 
where 
k s (l-Ja^), if the A® and proton spins are antlparallel, 
* {l+a^), if they are naraHel for the ground fitate of 
The variational calculation outlined, by Sache (3?, pp. 
3^-38) for the 4@ut«ron say be ufiecl her® with only Blight 
sodifleatione. In order to put Eq. {3*^) in the same form 
as that gl"ren by SaehB, let 
«(r) s I^C |?Qr)""^exp(-^^r) , 
kg r (- EMi/j,!^)* (3.5) 
: 
then Eq, C3«4) becoot® 
t\{r)/ar^ + (wCr) - k^)u(r) - 0 , 
g 
where u(r) is r tlaee the wave function. Let r - ^ , 
where oCq - (1/ g ^ ) le the range of the A°-nucleon 
3^  
interaction, so that the last equation may toe written 
as 
) = - ilBif }u(f> ) , 
where 
ri B(f ) = oC^ ¥(r) , 
B(f ) = ¥(r)/K^ (3.6) 
n = oC^ . 
*• 0 
Sachs point© owt that for given range and binding energy-
there exist® a v&riational treatoent for the strength of the 
potential, Thli varlatlonsl method may toe iterated to yield 
better wave function® and a more accurate value of the 
strength. In some reipeets, such a procedure is more ap­
propriate than the usual variational jaetho(3 of quantum 
ffieohanice, which puts emphaeie on approxlaatlng the binding 
energy. The binding energy le known experimentally; the 
paraaetera of the potential are the quantities to toe deter­
mined. 
By using for u. the Hulthen function, 
u = { ^ [©xp(- ^  f> ) " exp{- yf )] , 
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wlitr® ^ - kgOCjj, and ^ is a v/-:rie.tioiial parameter, Sachs 
findi that a sufficiently accurate approximation to , of 
Sqs. (S.®), i® 
1 = z t a + e, )V(2!f - 1)^ , (3.7) 
where 
 ^ + 3/2)4- + 5| + 9/^)^ , 
Since kg is proportional to the Mnding energy of the hyper-
fleuteron, § « approximately zero if the binding 
energy is almost zero# From Eq. (3.7) w© see that the value 
of yj for thie ease is 
7 > (27/16), (kg : 0) 
and eonsequtntly that 
^ (27/16)  ,  (3 .8)  
toy uae of Eqe, (3»5) «nd (3.6). If the mass of the /A® l6 
2181 electron maisee (3)» the value of (JAV%) ifi 3.819x10"*^^ 
2 
Mev-cm . For the hyperdeuteron to be bound, the effective 
itrength muet satisfy the condition, 
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Kq > UBV-'On^/oC^ . 
For two Tsltieg of the range, th© conditions on the effective 
strength are 
Kq > 589.3 Mev, = 3.3l3clO-^^ em) 
(3.9) 
kl^ > ^23.7 Mev. (®Cq = 3.90x10-1^ cm) 
The conditionE (3»9) v^ill he used later to ascertain 
whether the hyperdeuteron le hound for Yarloue values of the 
parameters 1; and deteralnefl froa Vfiriational calculatione 
for the three- and four-perticle hyperfragsents. 
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IT, THE HTPERfRITOM 
A, Introduction 
fhe space part of the trial wave function for the hyper-
triton ie aseuaed to b© 
t = 4"" [ -  +  ' ^ 3  +  ' 2 3 < ' ^ • 1 '  
where = 1% - r^\ , A is a norsiaHzatlon constant, and 
yW' ie a yariational parameter; and rg, are the poeition 
aO 
Teetor® of the A and two nucleone, respectively. Trial 
w&v» function® of the form of Eq. (4,1) have been uaed in 
recent, rt'l&tlTelj suocessful calculatione of the properties 
of ordinary light nuclei (53i 5^# 55, 56). Ae we shell see, 
ell the integral!! for the^ matrix elements of the kinetic and 
potential energies may be readily evaluated if the space part 
of the Interaction potential is aseuiaed to be s. Yukava 
potential. 
Mote that has been chosen to be symmetric with re­
spect to the iriterchs.nge of the positions of any pair of 
particlee. A trial wave function containing variational 
par&»eterE m coefficients for the hyperon-nucleon distance 
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and nucleon-nucleon dlet&nce could have been introduced In-
8t©®.d of 4^ I 
= C^txp , 
4 
where 0 is a norwalifation constant, and yU and are 
vsrlationsl paramttere, Hovtver, sine# ij/' Is not totally 
iymnsstric, the matrix elements of the interaction potential 
of Eq» (3.1) TOUld. be extremely difficult to evaluate exactly, 
because of the effect of the gps.ce exoh&nge operator Pj_j (j 
- 2,3)* Primarily because of this difficulty, was chosen 
to be totally syiHiaetric. The effect of operating on ^ 
with is Juet unity, so that ie not mentioned in the 
following dlscufiione. 
An atteiapt has been made to facilitate the flesoriptlon 
of the variational calculations for the hypertriton and other 
hyperfragmente by preeenting much of the detail in Section, 
VII, In regard to notation, the same eymbols (such ae 
©to.) will soiietiraee be used for different quantities 
at various etagee of the calculations{ however, the material 
hae been arranged in such a way that no confusion should 
result. 
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B* Normalir.atlon of 
If a transformation is aade to tfae relative coordlnatee. 
r a {3^/2)iv^ - r^) , 2 ^3' 
u = + f{r2 + Tj) , (^.2) 
K = r^))/(2M + M^) , 
# 
where H it the nucleon fflaes, then we may show that ^ 
become® 
^ = M^exp{ - A (r^ ~h u^)^) , (^.3) 
4 
where I® is another normalization constant and 
X = 2^  , (4.4) 
fhe normalization constant* is to be determined from 
tiJe condition, 
00 00 
Jv^^dudF 5= (4-IT)Jr^dr Jexp(-2 A{r^ + u^}^)u^du - 1. (4,5) 
o 0 
The difference betvten the massee of the neutron and 
proton is neglected; 1 ie arbitrarily taken to be the average 
value of their nasie®. 
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In order to evaluate the iterated integral of the laet 
equation, let 
u = {t/A)ooBpf, r = it/ X)Bin0 , (4.6) 
vhere t and 0 are the new variables of integration. The 
absolute Talue of the Jacobian of the transformation ie 
(t/A^)» 80 that Eq« (4,5) beooiaei 
•rr/2 w 
Ihii^rr)^/ J Bin^0co§^00 2t)dt = 1 . 
o o 
The Integrals are elementary, and ie easily shown to be 
= (2 A)®/( 7r^5.') . (4.7) 
C, Expectation Yaltie of Kinetic Energy 
fhe poiition vector® r2 and expreeeed in terms 
of the relative coordinates of Eqg, (4.2), are 
ri « I - C2M/(2M+M )) u , 
o 
rg = ^ - (l/3^)r + (My(2M-hM^)) u , (4.8) 
^3 = I - (1/3^)7 + {Mo/(2M + Mo)) U . 
fhe operator for kinetio energy Is 
- ( H ^ / 2 )  [{1/Mo' + (!/«)( V l  +  V p J  . ft-?) 
2 
where Vj. Is the Laplace operator for the position vector 
ri. If a traneforiBation to the relative coordinates is made, 
the operator (4.9) becoaee 
Ts - iH/2) Vh + Cl/Mg) Vu + (l/«3)VrJ» 
2 2 2 
where \7 » V K7 ®r© the Laplace operators for the 
W ^ u ^ r 
ooor<ainat®e 1, "1 and r, reepectively, and 
Mg = 2MMy(2M + M^), - (2M/3) . {il-.ll) 
The eacpectatlon value of the kinetic energy is 
{ 4^ , T ^  f ^  <315^ , (4.12) 
•where is now aeeusiea to be noriaalized. From Eqe. (4,3) 
and (4,10), we see that the exTjectatlon value of the kinetic 
energy aeaociated with the center of mass vanish®®. 
2 
Consider the expectation value of the operator V'p* 
2 
which from syafflstry is equal to that of Vu* 
kz 
( ^  . Vp pj^ailar 
CO OO 
r  - ( ^ T T J u \ u  J r ^ ( l / g ) e x p ( - 2  A g ^ ) d r  ,  
o 0 
where g r + u , If the subs tl tut lone of Eqg. (4.6) ere 
ffl&de, the resulting Integrals are elementary; %re find by uee 
of Eq. (4.7) tlmt 
( v f . V r ^ )  =  -  - (  ^ ^ / ^ )  .  ( 4 . 1 3 )  
From Eqs. (4,10), (4.12) and (4.13), the expectation value 
of the kinetic energj' 1® 
( ^  ,f s (>1^ A^Am^)(U + 2M^) . (4.14) 
D. Expectation Talue of Potential Energy 
It le ssBiimed that the interaction potential for two 
micleone in light hyperfrapiente le the game ae that for two 
nticleone In light nuclei. For eimpllclty, ell interactions 
other than the central interaction are neglected."* B^oeenfeld 
(58, p. 233) has shown that a potential which eatisfies 
saturation oonditione is 
*In particular, the teneor interaction, ae well as a pos­
sible gpln-orbit interaction, is neglected. G-. Abraham (57) 
has shoirn that a, two-body Bpln-orblt force may poeeibly make 
& large change in calculations of binding energies in as 
light'a nucleus ae the deuteron. 
^3 
^iB ® V T * (^.15) 
where = Ir^c - 1^1 j r% and r^j are the poeition vectors 
of nucleong k and ii, regi-ectiTely; J( le the absolute 
Talue of the effective triplet potential; T and cr are 
respectively i-spin and P&ull spin vectore. The numerioal 
parameters and a.^ ^  are given by the equations, 
a_ s (1/4)(1 - q), a « {l/12)(l + 3q) , (^.16) 
w C' 0 
where <i is the ratio of the strength of the singlet interac­
tion to thfit of the triplet interaction. It will be asBumed 
that is s Yukawa potential, 
Jtrkm) = 
wi^re ¥q i® the strength of the triplet interaction and 
is the inverse of the range of the central interaction. 
For this type of interaction, parametere (5B, p. 131) that 
fit the binding energy of the deuteron and the low-energy 
scattering data are 
« 1.17x10"*3-3 on, I e7.3 Mev, q = 0.69.(^.18) 
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since the Is not restrieted by the .Faull principle 
In nuclear matter, the ground etate of the hypertriton can, 
a priori, ha^e one of three poeislble gpin configurgtione. 
— — 3 
Let ^  = 1*2^ + 1*2 + he the total epin of , inhere 
ie the spin of the /^, and let "§• ~ ^ 2 ^3 epin 
of the two nucleone, A glren spin configuration of the hyper­
triton can then be represented by {S, S*). For example, that 
configuration in which the spine of the three particles are 
all parallel is denoted by (3/2,1). 
fh® Interaction potential for the hypertriton is assumed 
to be 
s; ^^23 ' (^.19) 
i < j»l j«2 
where "^IJ J  «  2 ,3 )  and *^23 are given by Eoe. (3 .1 )  
and (4,15), respectively. Since , of Eq, (4,1), is sym­
metric with respect to the interchange of the poeitlone of 
any pair of particles, the expectation value of '7/ vrith 
respect to *4^ be written as-
V = [z + a„( <r^-<7-2 + 0-3)] ( q/ ,k(p23) ^  ) 
(4.20) 
hy use of Eqs, (3.2) and (4,17), The expectation values of 
? with respect to tii,e epln and l~spin coordinates are 
(V)^ = 2(1 + a^) <K) - <j) , (4.21) 
(V)^ = 2(1 - 28^) <K) - <J> , (4.22) 
(Y)^ = 2 < K >  -  q  < J >  ,  ( 4 .23) 
vhere <K > = ( ^ ^,K(r23) ^  ^ < J> = ( <^ .^(1*23^ ^  ); 
the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote the potential energies for 
the configurations ( 3/2,1), (^,1) ana(i^,0), respectively. 
Eq. (4.21) le derived In Section VII; Eqe, (4.22) and (4,23) 
may "be obtained In a similar manner. 
From Eqs. (4.2) and (4,3), the expectation value of 
J{r2j) with respect to ^ ii 
00 00 
( *4^1^(2*23) ^  ) = ( VqNi/(^ )(4Tr)^ / u^du / r exp{-a) dr, 
o o 
where d = + [2 A (u^ + r^)^ + K rj and 1^ = (2/3^) /S^. 
If the substitutions of Eqs. (4,6) are made, we find after 
performing the Integral with respect to t that 
( ^  ^ ) = (l6VQ/5lTb) Ij, (4.24) 
4-6 
wiiere 
h  -  \ / 2 X  -  P c / 3 ^  >  .  ( ^ . 2 5 )  
Tr/a g „ 
% « J (l + beinp?)'''^coe^^slnf2fd^ , (^.26) 
0 
The eTalustlon of is deecrlbefi In Section YII, where ve 
ghall show that it can toe expressed In terms of elementary 
Integrals. 
Froii gyametry, the txxi®ctatlon value of KCrg^) ie ob­
tained fro® that of ^ (^23^ Po I'epl&ced by -KQ 
and jSg, refipectlirely, bo that 
C 4^.l(r23)t ) = - Cl6V5'rrc) , (^.27) 
whtre 
c = |9^/3^ X : h , (i^.28) 
I2 = liffi h • (^.29) 
b —? c 
From fiqs. C^.2l)--(^,23), ik^Zh) and {4.27), the expectation 
valuee of the total potential energy for each of the configur-
atione are 
(V)^ = -(16/5-rr) [ 2{l + aQ){K^/c)l2 + (V^/b)lJ , (4.30) 
47 
(V>2 = -(l6/5Tr) fsd- 2aQ)CKo/e)l2 4- (vyb)lj , (4.31) 
{?)3 a -.(le/Slt) [;2(Kq/C)I2+ ' ^^*32) 
S, Total Energy of the Hypertrlton 
fhe total energies of the hypertriton for each of the 
three alternative epln confIguratlono for the ground state 
are therefore found to be 
% = (^,f4^)+ (V)^. (3/2,1) (^.33) 
Eg s ( ,T ^  ) + (V)2, (#,1) (4.34) 
So » ( ^  ,T 4^ ) + (V)3, (i,0) (4.35) 
where ( ,f 4^ ), (^)i» (V)2 and (V)^ are given by Eqs 
(4.14) and (4,30)-(4,32), in that order. 
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?. THE Fom-PARflCLE HTPERFMaMEWTS 
A, Introduction 
The space part of the trial wave function for the four-
partlcl© hyperfragments C and .He^) le aesumeo to be 
exp 
A  
r v ^ 
 ^'ij 
_i < j=i 
(5.1) 
where 1® a normalization constant, 
"i 
is a varl&tlonal parameter and r^ is the poeltlon vector 
of the Jth particle. Let the poeition vectors of the A® 
and three nucleone Toe r^ and •?£, r^, rji,, respectively. 
Define the rel&tlve coordinates, 
u + ^2 - % - ' 
V s (l/2^){r2 - ^ 2) , 
(5.2) 
w = (1/2^)(r^ - r^) , 
1 = [^ 1^ 3^ l^f)]/^ o^ 3M) . 
If s transforiiBtlon to the relative coordinates of Kqs. (5.2) 
ip fflatle, we can show th6,t ^ toecoraee 
^9 
^ « n| exp( - 6 f^) , (5.3) 
where N® le another norii&llzation conetant and 
2 
f - , 
Sz 2 
B. Normalization of ^ 
fhe normallEation constant le to be determined from 
the condition. 
CO OO OO 
i^ j; , (|/) r (4-fT)3N2 
1 
u dn ' 2 r v^dv 
J *- 1l 
0 0 0 
(5.^) 
Let 
u - (r/S ) coB©2.sii^®2 » 
w = (r/g) sinO]i 8ir3l?2 
T = (r/S )001^2 • 
(5.5) 
fhe ftbioliite Talue of the Jaoobian of the traneformation is 
(1/g with these eubBtltutlone, Eq, (5.^) mfi.y be 
written in terms of elementary integrals, with the result that 
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Ng = §VC2^'n'^) . (5.6) 
C, ICxpeotatlon Value of Kinetic Energy 
From Eqe. (5»2) one can solve for r^, rg# r^ and "Fij, in 
terms of the rel&tlve coordinates and hence show that the 
operator for kinetic energy, 
- (//2) Vj + (1/M)( Vg + ^ 3 + Vf 0. 
expreseetS in termg of the relative coordinates is 
f = -CmV2) 
(5.7) 
•> 
+ [(Mg + >!)/2i™^ ] + <1/M) Vy' • 
V W ^ 
The expectation iralue of the kinetic energy is 
= J^pT4'dudvdi , (5.8) 
where vj^ of iSq. {5»3) is now assuned to be normalized. 
From Eqe. (5.3) s-nd (5.7), we see that the expectation value 
of the kinetic energy associated with the center of mass 
Tanlshe®, 
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„2 Consider the txpectation value of V^, which from 
p p 
Bymroetry Is ©qual to that of Vy« 
If the siibstltutione of Eqe. (5.5) are made, the reeulting 
integrals are eleaentary, and we find, by use of Eq. (5#6) 
that 
r  =  - 8 ^ / 3 .  ( 5 . 9 )  
The expectation value of "^anishee. Frons Eqe. (5-7) 
to (5*9), the expectation value of the kinetio energy is 
SV8MMq)(3Mo + M) . (5.10) 
D, Expectation Values of Potential Energies 
Apart from the Coul0®t> interaction, the interaction 
potential is aismaed to be 
=  "  j i  d  ^ / d  u)^dudTdw 
°r °9 
= - (47r)^N2S^/u'*du/v^aT/w2(l/f) exp(- 2f^) dw , 
Ja2 k > BSsa 
(5.11) 
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where (wltJh j = 2,3,4) and (with l5:,m = 2,3,^i 
Ic o) are giTen bj Iqe. (3,1) and (4.15), respectively. In 
ii 
the Gfese of , the Coulomb energy lauet be adciec3 to the 
expectation value of If, in order to obtain the total rjoten-
ti&l emrgy. Since of Eq. (5*1)| i® eymmetric with 
r©@!)ect to the interchange of the positlone of rny pair of 
particle®, the ©xpeotation value of ^with respect to 
may be written as 
4 _ _ 
* =  < 3  +  « o  Z  )  
(5.12) 
4 
by use of Eqs. (3»2) and (4.17). 
fhe epine of the /\® and three nucleone are deeie-nated 
by and ^ 2, Sj, ¥/|,, respectively. Let ^  be the total spin 
of the four-partiGls hyperfragment, with eigenvalues of 
equal to S(S + 1), If the hae spin parallel to that of 
the odd nucleon, the eigenvalue of the eouare of the total 
spin is equel to 2, We find from the equation. 
« S(S+1) = + 2 ^ + 
j=2 
4 r 4 2 
j=2 
(5.13) 
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tfmt 
X ^1*^4 - ^1/^^ • (s = 1) (5.1^) 
J=2 
Since Sjj^ s first term of B^q. {$,12) for this con­
figuration Biay be %?ritten ae 
(3 + *o){ 4^ ^ ) . (S s 1) (5.15) 
For an eigetiYelu© of the square of the total spin equal 
to zero, the A° has spin antiparallel to that of the odd 
nucleon. Froa Eq. {5*13)» see that the first terra of Eq. 
C5«12) for thie case is 
3(1 - &o)( ) . (s = 0) (5.16) 
In evaluating th« expectation value with respect to 
spins of that part of the interaction potential due to the 
nuoleoa core, the same eoin and i-epln function® se thoee 
for three-nucl©on eyeteme may be used, provided correct 
# 
gymiaetry properties are chosen. Roeenfeld (58, p. 29^) 
h&B ehown that the operator, 
*For example, a suitable (unnormallzed) function for 
thie case ha® been constructed by Sac,he (37, p, 184). 
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k > hi«2 
iias an expectation value equal to 
- (3/2)(l + q) . (5.17) 
where q le the ratio of tbe strena;tii of the singlet Interac­
tion to that of the triplet interaction. From Eq, (5*12) and 
expreeeions (5*15)-(5«1?)» the total expectation value of the 
inter&etion potential'^, of Sq. (5.11) i for each of the two 
possible spin eonflgwrations 1b found to be 
(v)^ a (3 + a^)C'4^,K(r3_2^^) * ( J A ) ( 1 q ) i  ^  ( 5 - 1 8 )  
(f)^ « 3(1 - - (3/2)(H-q)(^,J(ri2)'/^)- (5.19) 
where the subserlpts and 5 h&re been used to denote the con­
figurations for which S « 1 and S a 0, regpectively. In the 
If . . 
caee of ^Be , the Coulomb energy must be adaed to (V)j^ or 
CV)^ In order to obtain the total cotential energy. 
From BIqe. (3,2), i $ » 2 )  and. (5.3)» e®® that the ex­
pectation mlu© of 
( *4^  iKCr^ g^) ^  - (Kg Kg/ Aq) J {l/v)exp(- P)iiudV(5^. (5.20) 
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f = "f 2 5(u^ 4- 4- , 
(5.21) 
>-0 - 2* Po • 
If the subetittitlonB of Eqs. (5*5) ar® made, we find, after 
elenentary Integrations with respect to r and that 
(t »K(rx2) ' - (105M) Kod^l3 . (5.22) 
where 
I 
= I (d 4- x)*^{l - x^)^xdx , (5.23) 
o 
d = 2 S/X^ = 2^ 6/. (5.24) 
J. Irving (53) h»,s thown that 
I3 = [210a^(l+d)^''^(35d^ + 47d^ + 25d + 5). (5.25) 
fhe expectation Traltie of KCrx2) ®»y therefor© "be written ae 
= [-.KQd-''/128( 1 + d) (35d3+47d^+ 25d+5). (5.26) 
Froffl syairaetry, the expectation value of J(rx2) i® ob­
tained from that of ^^(rxg) upon replacing (-Kq) and 
56 
"by and reepectlTely, so that from Eqg. (5.2^) and 
{5 .26)  
^ « lim (v^,K(r^2^^) » (5.2?) 
*0 
wiiere 
p « Z^^/pc = C|So//5c)d. (5.28) 
For hyperhelltiffi-^ the Coulonb energy, of the two 
# 
protone muet tee eTalwted, 
icoui ~ dudvdw . 
By methode eimil&r to thof;© used in the evfeluatlon of the 
expectation value of Kirj^2^» show that 
Ecoul -  (35e^P^o)/(2 ' ' ) .  <5.29) 
whtre p is defined by Eq. (5.28). 
The poeltlon vectors of the tw protone are and ri^. 
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E, Total EmrgleB of HyperhydPogen-4 
and. Hyperheliuffl-^ 
From the prectcllng results, the total energies of the 
four-par tide hyperfragments are found to b© 
EC » <t)+ - (3/2)(1 + q) > (5.30) 
S( ^He^) = E( ^1^) 4- , (5.31) 
where (f) , (.^(ri2)) , ®Coul giv®n hy 
Eqs. (5*10)t (5.26), (5.27) and (5.29), reepectively; the 
paraa®ter hae one of two poseible values; 
ki 3s (3 + a^)* for the spin configuration with S =: 1 , 
(5.32) 
- 3(1 - ®o), for the eonfigur&tlon with S s 0. 
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?I. HXPEMELlllM-5 
A, Introduction 
The ii>ace part of the trial wave function for hyper-
5 heliuffi-5 ( ) is mssuiied to toe 
4.--
h 1 ®x:p 
3 A 
-5 
z -h 
I < Jal 
(6.1) 
where is a normalization constant, ~ I '^ i "" ] » 
yM. ii & wristional parameter, anfi ¥j i© the position vector 
of the Jth particle. Let the position vectore of the 
and four nucleons toe 2^ and ¥2, r^# Fif# respectively, 
fhe relative coordin&teg for hyperheliim-5 defined a« 
1 « {1/2®){?2'^  % - '?if - '5^ 5) » 
w a Pg ** % * - ^ 5 , 
^ = (8/5)^Crj^ «• Cl/^)(r2 4- r^ 4- r^)) 
5 s CMQrj^ + M(r2+ r^  + r^ i, + ¥^ ))/iUQ + ^Hf) 
(6 .2 )  
Solving for rj j^ ® terme of the relative co­
ordinates, we can ihow that of Eq. (6.1), transforffis to 
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v|^  = Xiu^  + + t^ )^ ) (6.3) 
wli©i»e Is another nopaalization conetant and 
(5/2)^/-. (6.4) 
B. Norraalization of v|/ 
fhe no mall Eat ion conetant, Is arbitrarily to be 
determined from th© oondltlon, 
( vjv) - N^ {4 Tf)^  yii^ du Jr^ dr Jv^ A-w ^ e^xpi-Z Ax^ )dt = 1 , 
where X « t^ + + w^. Let 
t = rsin03^ cos|l3^ sin€i2 » 
w = rBin©28in^2®^"^2 * 
(6 .5 )  
r s roog©2®l-ri^2 
u = rco8©2 • 
The absolute value of t^e Jaoobian of the traneformation ie 
r^s 111^02®^"®1» ®® that (^,1^) becomee 
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2 2 
{vjy, v|^ ) 3 ii^(^TT)^y 8in®§2®®® /" 
0 
TT/Z oo 
'jBin^QicoB^^idQ^ Jr^^exp(-2 Xr)dr , 
By elementary Integrations, 1b leen to b@ 
s 60{2X)^V'n'®llJ . (6.6) 
C. Expectation Value of Kinetic Energy 
From Eqs. (6.2), we can iol-^e for r^, rg, r^, r^^ and 
in terae of the relative coordinates and hence show that the 
operator for kinetic energy, 
(->1^ /2) [(l/Mo)^  ^H- (1/M) 21 Vj] . 
J'2 
transforme to 
T = .CjfiV2(M^ + ^M))V^ 
^ (6.7)  
-()iV«M^ ) [lo( + ) + (l/5)(Mo + ^M)V^  j . 
fhe expectation mlue of tiie kin-'tic energy ie 
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{vf', T atdudvdw , 
where , of Eq» (6.3)» is now seeumecl to be normalized. 
From B^qe. (6.3) and (6.7) m eee that the expectation value 
of the kinetic energy aseociated with the center of Riaee 
v&niehes, 
2 
Coneiaer the expectation value of 
C 7^  ^1^ ) - - /c ^  3t>^ dldudv<3i? . 
After solving for { ^  we find that (is 
00 OO 00 QQ 
. X^n^ikrr)^ ju\u yw^(l/X)exp(-2 Ax^)dw 
o 0 o o 
2 2 2 2 
w h e r e X=iu + v  + w + t. If the substitutlone of Eqs. 
{6.5) ai*© made, the resulting integrals are readily evaluated, 
so that 
= - >?/^  . (6.8) 
From gymaietry, the expectation values of the other Laplace 
operstore are 
- 'H'. = 
- . (6.9) 
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Ab w© may show from Sqe. (6.7)-(6.9), the expectation value 
Of the kinetic energy 1® 
(vf' ,TL|/) = X^ /5MM^ )(M H- ku^ ) . (6.10) 
D, Expectation ¥alue of Potential Energy 
Ap&rt from the Coulomb interaction, the interaction 
potential is agguaed to be 
^ = 2 1  ie.iu 
1 < j=l 4=2 k > wPZ 
where (with j = 2,3,^,5) and (with k,m = 2,3,4,5; 
k m) are given by Eqe. (3.1) and (4.15), reepectively. 
The Ooulofflb energy of the tw protons must be added to the 
expectation value of , In order to obtain the total poten­
tial energy. Since LjJ, of Eq, (6.1), is eymmetrlc i^^ith re­
spect to the interchange of the positions of any pair of 
particlea, the expectation value of with respect to 
may be written m 
5 „ 
V = C# + 21 ^ 1* 
^ (6.12) 
k > ffls2 
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aO 
Let the spine of the /\ and four nucleone be designated 
respectively by and B2, By If it ie e.eeuraed that 
if 
th@ spin of the H® core is not altered by the presence of 
the /f, we note that 
5 5 
2] \-Sj = • Z Sj r 0 , 
it 
eince the epin of the He core ie zero. 's?e therefore find 
that the expectation value of the firet term of Eq. (6.12) 
with respect to spins ie 
it . (e.lU) 
In emitting the expectation value with respect to spine 
of that part of the interaction potential due to the nuoleon 
core, the same spin and i-spin functions aB those for four-
nuoleon iygfcemg may be ufled, if correct eyrametry properties 
are chosen. Roaenfeld C58, p. 3^3) has shown the.t the 
operator 
*A suitable (unnoraalized) function, which ie antieym-
metrlj! wijh reepect to the Interchange of any two nucleone, 
i® ( 2• ^ ^4 ~ ^2* , where X = Xq( 2, 3) Xo(4, 5) and 
? =  ? ?  o C ^ » 5 5 ;  X o U ^ k )  a n d  f o U * ^ )  a r ®  t h e  s p i n  
and l-spin siii^let fimctione, respectively, of nucleone 
h k. 
6^ 
_5. _ _ 
VV + V-r 
k > w=2 
has ®.n expfctation Talue equal to 
-3(1 + q) , (6.15) 
where q ie the ratio of the strength of the singlet interac­
tion to that of the triplet interaction. From Eq. (6.12) and 
exprsssiOQi (6.1^) and (6.15)i the total expectation value of 
the Interaction potential If ie 
(V)g = ^(^,K(r2j)^) . 3(1 -h q)( t/^,J(r23)^) * <6-16) 
fhe Coulomb energy must be added to Eq. (6.16) in order to 
obtain the total potential energy. 
From Eqe, (3.2), (6.2) and (6.3)» the expectation value 
of is 
C30 OO oo OO 
-[MjE^ikrr)^/ Jw^dwjr^dvjt^At juexp[-(2 Ax^ + ^ Qu)]du , 
o o o o 
2 2 2 2 
w h e r e  X * t  • + u 4 ' V 4 - w ,  If the subetitutione of Eqe. 
(6.5) made (^,K(r2j)^) traneforuis to 
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 ^ '^ /2 7r/2 
[«3K„(4ir)/pj Jsln^52f^cos 
o o 
tr/2 oo 
'j sin^92®®®^2^®2 ^ ^ ^QCoe«2^3rJdr , 
which by ©lementary integrations and use of Eq. (6.6) becomee 
(<1,1(^23)^) = -(2^&^\/?7rr  )^ ,  (6.16) 
where, with x - oo®#2» 
I4 = (1 - x^)^/2(a + x)'"^^xdx , (6.17) 
a = 2 A/ . (6.18) 
Although can be evaluated by eueceeeive elementary inte-
grationi, the calculation is quite tedioue and it is more 
expedient» for each given value of a, to compute by 
numerical integration.* 
ProiH eymraetry, the expectation value of J(r23) le 
obtained from that of iCrg^) upon replacing (-Kq) and 
# 
Gimpgon'e rule may be used with sufficient accuracy. 
See, for example, J. B, Scarborough (59, PP. 131-180). 
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by TQ and |3^, respectively, so that fro® Eqs. (6.16)-
(6.18) 
= (2%^\/?7rr)I^ (6.19) 
where 
15 . (1 - + if^^xdx . (6.20) 
bj = 2 V = ( po/ Pc>« • (6-21> 
fhe expectation value of the Coulomb interaction, 
®Ooui = • 
where rg amd r^ are the position vectors of the two protons, 
Bay be evaluated by methods siiillar to those used in deter­
mining the ©rp®ct&tlon value of K{r ); we find the ref5Ult 
that 
%ou3 " (2^®e^ X)/693 TT .  (6.22) 
S, fotal Energy of Hyperhelium-5 
5 From the prectding reeults, the total energy of 
ie found to b© 
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E = ,T ^ - 3(l+q)('^,J(r23)^) + Ecoul » 
(6.23) 
where ,T l|^), ((^ ,K(r2^) tp ), (,J(r2^) and are 
given by Sqe. (6«10), (6.16), (6.19) and (6.22), respectively. 
Up to this point, K(rij) of £q, (3.2) has been assumed 
to be attractive (i.e., Kq > 0). It is apparent that if 
K(r3^j) were repulsive, hjperhelium-S would not be bound. 
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?II. SOME DETAILS OF TIE ?i\RlATIOHAL CALCULATIONS 
A. The HypertFlton 
1. Spin expectation valuee of potential energies 
le shall now derive Eq, (4.21), Ueing the notation 
introduced in the paragraph ifflmediately following Sq. (4.18), 
on p, 44, we find ths,t 
3 
s scs+l) « -f 2 + (S')^ . (7.1) 
If the spin configuration of the ground etste of the hyper-
trlton is (3/2,1), S s 3/2 and d')^ = S'(S« + 1) = 2. Since 
" i" ^7*1) ifflpliee that 
 ^ 1^* 2^ 1^*  ^• (3/2,1) (7.2) 
For this eonfiguration, the two nucleone are in a spin trip­
let state ( ^2* * 1) since the ©pace part of the total 
wave function is syrametrio, they must also be in an i-epin 
Einglet Btat® for which - 3» vith the consequence 
that 
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"*3^® -l- & 
cr^ 
) = -1, (7.3) 
by use of Eqs, (4.16). From Eqg. (4.20), (7.2) and (7.3), 
w® see that Eq. (4.21) is verified. Similar proofs may be 
glTen for the configuratloEi (§,1) and (|,0) in order to 
Terlfy Eqs. (4.22) aM (4,23). 
2. Evaluation of a definite integral 
After a partial integration, the definite integral of 
Eq. (4,26), 
L®t u - sin^, where u is the new variable of integration, eo 
^/Z 
h ^ J (1 4-bsinj?)~^ eoe^ |ZfsinW » 
0 
beoomes 
rf/Z 
= (l/4b) f (1 + bsin^)''^cos2pfd(2f . 
0 
that 
1 
z Cl/4b) 2 {l+bu)"*'^(l-u^)^du - (1 + bu)"^ (l-u^ )"'^ du 
o 
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Although the calculation is rather tedious, Ii can nov be 
evaluated in terms of tabulated integrals (60, pp. 27-28), 
After considerable elmpllficatlon, we find, that 
= {l/24){l-b2)-3|f(b) - 15b(l-b^)'**coB-lbJ , l) 
II = -{l/24)(b^-l)~5[f(b) -f 15b(b^-l)""^g(b)3 , (b2>l) 
where 
f(b) = (8 + 9b^ - 2b^) , 
g(b) = ln[b - . 
Ab b—>1, from both above and below, approaches the limit, 
% = (1/21) . (b = 1) 
2 The result for with b < 1, is coneistent with that stated 
In the Appendix of the paper by J, Irving (53)-
B, Numerical Betails 
Soae of the numerical details of the variational calcu­
lations will now be discueeed, ¥aluee of constants used in 
the calculatione are presented in Table 3. The binding 
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fable 3, Conetantfi Uged In Variational Calculations 
Qmntity Value 
Masi of electron, 
Charge of electron, e 
Maes of nucleon, M 
Ma®8 of /f, Mgj 
Planok's cons tan t/2 Tf, pi 
xVM 
Range of central Interaction, 
fc = 
Binding energy of 
Binding energy of 
Bln<31ng energy of ^He 
Binding energy of 
Strength of triplet Interaction, % 
9.107x10-28 
803x10-1° e. e. u, 
1,673x10"^^ gm 
2181 fflg = 1.187 M 
1,05^x10""2'? erg-eec 
4,1^5x10^^-5 Mev-cm^ 
1.17xlO''l^ cm 
8.5^7xlO^^ cm~^ 
2.73 ± 0.30 Mev 
10.48 ± 0.40 Mer 
9.52 ± 0.40 Mev 
30.3 ± 0.6 Mev 
67.3 Mev 
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energies of the gi^en in fable 2 have been used together 
with data on light nuclei (26) in dsteraining the total 
binding energies of the hyperfragments, 
A specific value of the range of the A°-nucleon 
interaction, was choeen in the calculations, The parameters 
and of Eqs, (3*1) (3*2), corresponding to this 
range were then determined for various spin configurations 
aseuTOd for the ground etatee of the hypertriton and four-
particle hyperfragments. Two Talueg of the range ueed were 
cxIq s 3.31x10""^^ ca and = 3.90x10"^^ cm. (7,i^) 
The latter range is approxisjetely the Compton wave length of 
a heavy laeeon with a m&se equal to 966 electron masses, fhe 
—1 h 
numerical results for the range = 3.31x10 cm are pre-
tented in Table 
In calculating the values, listed in fable 4, for the 
various forni^e of the effective strength, the following pro­
cedure wae used. As an example, if the ground state spin 
configuration of ie aeeumed to be (3/2,1), then from 
Eqs. {^^.30) a.nd (4.33), we eee that so far as a© and IC q are 
concerned, the total energy depends upon (l-f where 
^o ~ ^ 0/^0* ^l+®o^^o arbitrarily choeenj 
the vsriationel pararaeter yu of the trial wave function wae 
fame Hufflerlcsl Results for = 3.31x10*^^ cm 
Hf per f r agae n t Spin' a Effective Strength 
Forffl* i Cffl) 
/\ H-
A 
A 
He' 
(3/2.1) 
HA) 
Ci,o) 
.(0,1) 
(0,4) 
(3 + a^ )k 
3(l-ao)k I 
(3"l-a^ )k^ ' 
3(l-%)^ oj 
8.00? ± 0.028 
8.00? ± 0,028 
9.592 ± 0.028 
16.62 ± 0.12 
16.80 ± 0.12 
i.64xl0"^ 3 
0.72x10-13 
0.72x10 -13 
Si 
The epln configuration aspumed for the ground state of a hyperfrag-
ffient le reoreeented in parentheses according- to the notation (S, S»), where 
S is the total epln of the hyperfragment and S« is tte epln of the nucleone 
in it. 
b. 
The paremeter le defined by kjj = Kq/Vq, where = 67.3 Kev. 
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then Tfcirletl until the c&leulated total binding energy was a 
Biaximum, say Sine© was choBBn arbitrarily, 
iiappened not to be equal (within the limits of error) to 
the obserTed binding energy of listed in Table 3. By 
several repetitions of thi® proceee, two valuee of (1+ ^o^^o 
equal to 8.035 and 7*979 w©r® found for which the maxiHsuai 
binding energies were 2.73 ± 0'30 ^  3.03 and 2.^3, reepec-
tiTely» {See Table 3.) Both maxima occurred at il/^) 
= 0.64x10*"^^ em. The two values of (l+a_)k , 8»035 and O 0 
7 » 9 7 9 f  thus reflect the limits of error for the observed 
binding energy. Their average ie 8.OO7 +0,028, as given 
in fable The values of the other forme for the effective 
strength were determined in a similar manner. 
For each ease in Table 4, the value of il/^) gives an 
indication of the "size" of the hyperfragaent. Using the 
central X'ukawa Interaction of Eq, (^,17), with the aeeociated 
paraflieter© of Eqa. (4,18), and a trial wave function siniilar 
to that of Eq. (4.1), J» Irving (53) found that the "size" 
of ordinary wag about 1.32xlO"*^3 eai, for potential 
of the A°-nucleon interaction used in the present work, the 
hypertrlton ie eomewhat aore concentrated than 
In regard to the hypertriton, we see from Table 4 that 
the effective strengthi required to give the observed binding 
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energy for the spin configurations (3/2,1) and (1,1) are 
eofflewimt less than the effectlre strength for (^-.O). If 
ii,0} le aseumed. to be tl^« ground state configuration, then 
depending on the sign of the "binding energy correspond­
ing to either (3/2,1) ord-.l) will be greater than that for 
(1,0), in contrsdlction to the assumption that (1,0) is the 
ground etate. Consequently, the configuration (^,0) cannot 
be the ground state of the hypertrlton. As pointed out in 
Section fill, an argument for excluding (|^,0) could have 
been given without extensive calculations. However, little 
additional effort w&e involved by also considering (-1,0). 
An interesting result of the calculations le that the ex-
treaa for all three conflguratlone occurred at the same 
value of yW', as indicated in Table 4. From Eqe, (^,4) and 
(^.l4), we see that the expectation value® of the kinetic 
energy for the three cases are equal. 
In order to determine the effect of changing the range 
of the /\®~nucleon interaction, calculations were repeated 
for a elightly longer range, = 3,90x10"^^ cm. The re-
eulte are presented in Table 5. 'Phe value of for the 
(|,0) configuration of has not been listed in Table 
5, for reasoEB stated in the preceding paragre,i-?h ae well 
as in Section fill. In calculeting the values of the 
fable 5* Runerlcal Results for = 3,90x10"'^^ en® 
Hyperfragfflent Spin IffeetlTe Strength 
Forffl Value 
(1//^ ) 
(cm) 
1-
A 
(3/2,1) (l+ao)ko 
Cl-2a^)lc^j 
5.578 ± 0.028^ 0.75x10-13 
Cl,|) 
(o,i) 
(3+ao)V 
3(1-^0)ko 
11.36 + 0.08 0.74x10-13 
He 
Cl,i) 
ICo,^) 
(3-l-a^)k^ 
3{l"®© 
11.49 i- 0.08 0.74x10-13 
Tiie e&ffle notations es ttoee of Table U are used. 
^For the larger of the tvo raluee of effective strength, i.e., 5.606, the 
maximum binding energy occurred at (l//^) = 0.71x10-13 cm, whereas for the 
smaller value, the maximum blndlns- energy occurred at 0.78xl0"*13 em. The 
average of theee two values of (l/^) h&e been listed In the table. 
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various forms of tJae effective strength, the eame urocedure 
was «®ed as that deecrifeea for Table 
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?III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Since the ground state of the deuteron is a st)ln trip­
let* BO far as nucleon-nucleon forcee ere concerned a loaral-
1®1 alignment of epine gi"^®8 a lower energy. Parallel spin 
alignment of nucleons must also be farored by the A°-nucleon 
foree® represented by the potential of Eq, (3.1). For irre-
spectiT® of whether the A°-nucleon interaction tends to 
align the spin of one nucleon parallel or antiparallel to 
the /f, it will tend to slign the spin of another nucleon 
in the same way. In the following diecubsion, we therefore 
exclude the assumption ths.t the ground eti:te of is an 
i-spin triplet. 
In Table 6, we have listed only those alternative spin 
configurations for the ground state of each hyperfragment 
which are consistent with the above conclusions and the 
Pauli principle. 
A, Conclusions for < q^ = 3»31xlO~^^ cm 
From the results given in Table we can determine the 
individual valuee of and For example, if a Barallel 
alignffient of the and nucleon spine is aeeumed to be 
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Seble 6« Alternative Spin Configurations for 0-round 
States of Hyperfragmsnte 
Hyperfragmente Spin Configuration 
Parallel Bpins Intlparallel Spins 
Favored^ Favored®' 
Cl.i) (o,i) 
(3/2,1) (i.l) 
(0,^) 
J 
(i.o) (i,o) 
fhe expression ''parallel (entiparallel) apine 
favored" means that the epine of a nucleoli and the /\® 
tend to align parallel (antlparallel). 
3 favored, then the effective strengths for and the four-
part Icle hyperfragmente are 
(1 + a )k„ = 8.00? + 0.028 , O G 
(8.1) 
(3  +  '  16.71 ± 0 .08.*  
This represents an average of th© effective strengths 
for and oorreepondine to the (1,|') spin configura' 
tion. 
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Tbe Taluee of and can be solved from Eqe, (8.1), with 
the result that 
Eq = 0.840 + 0.20 , = 4.359 dr 0.044 , 
the wncertalntlee being determined by propagation of errors. 
If the antlparallel alignment of the and nucleon pplne is 
aS8u®,ed. to be favored, the ve.luee of ©,„ and k„ can be deter-
' 0 0 
mined in a eiallar manner. The results are presented In 
fable 7. 
fable 7. Values of and kjj for oC^ - 3•31x10""^^ cm 
Spin Configuration jj. 
ji? ° 
A A A 
(3/2,1) (l,|) 0.840 ± 0.020 4.359 ± 0.044 
(ItiI) -0.779 ± 0.020 3.133 ± 0.060 
We have shown In Section III that the hyperdeuteron is 
bound if 
kK^ > 589.3 Mev, {= 3-31x10"^^ cm) (8.2) 
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vlier® 
k = if the and proton spine are antlparallel, 
2 
= (l+a^) If th«y are p«rallel for the ground state of . 
Mow If th© antipar&llel orientation of the A° and 
nueleon spins Is aeeuraer- to "be favored, then the ground state 
of the hyperdeuteron should, be a spin 8inglet. From the 
ralues of and given in Table 7 for the (-I,!) configura­
tion of one may show that 
(1 - 3%)% » 703.6 ± 18.5 Mev. (8.3) 
We see from iqs. (8«2) and {8,3) that the hyperdeuteron would 
be bound for thie case. 
The ground state of the hyperdeuteron should be a spin 
triplet if a parallel alignment of the A° and nucleon spine 
is aseuaed to be favored. One m&y show that the value of 
the effective strength i® 
(1 + a^)!^ = 539.8 ± 8.0 Mev . (8.^) 
by use of the values of and given in Table 7 for the 
C3/2,1) spin configuration of the hypertriton. From Eqe. 
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(8.^) and (8.2), we eee that the hyperdeuteron would not be 
bound: for this caee. 
Since it ie believed that the hyperdeuteron ie not 
bound (for reasons etated in Section I, B), the configura­
tion (fjl) for the ground state of the hypertriton would 
have to be excluded on the basis of Eqe. (8.2) and (8.3). 
5 fh@ results for ^He have not yet been considered. 
AB we have seen in Section ¥1, the expectation ve,lue of that 
part ©f the potential energy due to the A®-nucleon inter­
action does not depend upon the parameter a^. If = 
^*359 ± 0.0^4, correeponaing to a parallel alignment of the 
/\® and nucleon spin®, then the total energy of ie 
S s -71.0 ± 1.5 Mev. (8.5) 
Withdefined as in Eq. (6.1), the minimum energy occurs 
approxiaately at (l//<^) - 0,$5xl0' "^3 0JJ5, Thie value of E 
represents a rather large ©xcees binding energy.* Ae indi­
cated by the following dieoueeion, much of this exceee arises 
from the neglect of the teneor interaction for the He^ core. 
Using the potential of Eq, (4.17), with the afisociated 
psraaeters of Eqe. (^.18), and a trial wave function Bimilar 
The observed total binding energy of hyperhelivun-5 ie 
30.3 ± 0.6 Mev. (See Table 3)/ 
8^ 
to tiiat of Eq. (4.1), J. Irving (53) found that the calculated 
binding enei'gles of the nuclei and. He^ were 7.9 and 6.8 
lev, i*esp®ctively. These values are aoproxlmately 10 per 
cent emaller than the observed binding energies.* Ho^'ever, 
by uelng the eaiue potential and a trial wave function like 
that of Sq, C5*l)» b,6 obtained a large excess binding" energy 
of 52.6 Mev for He^, In contraet to the observed (26) value 
of 28*3 Mev, Hie findings oorapare favorably with those of 
F, M, Brown (61), who used an elaborate trial wave function 
with a large number of parameter®, as wll ae with N, 
Svartholffi's (62) unpubllshea. reeults (listed by Irving) 
preeumably obtained with the very accurate variation-
iteration method, Irving'e requite cannot therefore be 
attributed to a poor choice of trial wave functions. They 
are an ex«iple of the well-known "coneistency problem" of 
the central fukawa Interaction (58, p. 305), i.e., a set of 
parejieters coapatibl© with the deuteron and low-energy 
it 
scattering data yields too large a binding energy for He^. 
Q-erJuoy and Scteflnger (63)# using a square-well poten­
tial with a mixture of central and tensor forces, have come 
to the eonolueion that tensor forces are not very effective 
in binding and He^, thue providing a possible solution to 
*The observed binding energiee of and are 8.48 
and 7,72 Mev, respectively (26). 
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tiie consliteney problem. More recent calculations (5^. 55) 
wltli ft Yukawa potential &leo Indicate that the exceee binding 
energy for H® , obtained by using the central interaction, 
is considerably reduced if the teneor interaction le taken 
into consideration. For example, upon Introducing the tensor 
interaction and neglecting all but the principle S- and D-
8tat®6, J, Irving (5^) found that the calculated binding 
energy of Ht wa© 24,2 Kev, provided unequal teneor and 
central force ranges were choeen. This value of 2^,2 Mev 
is considerably less than $2,6 Mev, obtained by using only 
the central Yukawa interaction. 
It aeem® reasonable, therefore, to conclude that a large 
fraction of the excess binding energy obtained here for 
arlees froa neglecting the nucleon-nucleon tensor interaction. 
Perhaps it should be pointed out that the reduction expected 
upon introducing the teneor interaction may be offset to 
eoae extent, for the following reason. The values of a^ and 
determined by fitting the binding energies of maee 3 and 
hyperfragmente will also b© affected by the teneor inter­
action# In order to detemine whether a reasonable value 
for the calculated, blMing energy of hyperhelluffi-5 may be 
obtained, it le Imperative that the tensor interaction not 
be neglected. 
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-l4 
B, Conclusions for ~ 3.90x10 cm 
As we shall see, the above conclusionB (for = 
-l4 \ 3.31x10 ob) are not materially altered. For this case, 
vslueg of the paraajeters and obtained for alternative 
spin configuratione of the ground statee of the hypertriton 
and the four-particle hyperfragments, are given in Table 8. 
fable B. Values of a- and k for ~ 3.90x10 cm 
u O 
Spin Configuration g, k 
P He^  ° ° 
A A A  
(3/2.1) (1,|) 0.907 t 0.019 2.926 ± 0.033 
(i,l) (0,|) -0.866 ±0.027 2.042 ±0.0^9 
The method of determination of SLQ and was similar to that 
aescrlbed in regard to Table 7. 
le have shown, In Section III, that the hypercieuteron 
ie bound for this value of the range if 
kK^> i^23.7 Mev , { oL^ - 3.90x10'^^ cm) (8.6) 
where k ie defined immediately below Eq. (8.2). 
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If the ground state of the hyperdeuteron is assumed to 
be a spin elnglet, then the Talu® of the effective strength 
Is 
(1 - 3ao)Ko « ^9^.5 ± 16.3 Mev , (8.?) 
as dftermlntd from the "Values of and given In Table 8 
for the (§,l) configuration of the hypertrlton. Eqe, (8.6) 
and (8*7) Indicate that the hyperdeuteron would, be bound for 
till® case. Since It is believed that the hyperdeuteron is 
not bound, we are again forced to exclude the aesumption that 
an antlparallel alignment of the A® and nucleon spins 1« 
favored. 
On the other hand. If the ground state of the hyper­
deuteron is aaeumed to be a epln triplet, then we find that 
the value of the effective strength is 
(1 -t- RQ)IQ = 375.5 ± 5.7 Mev, (8.8) 
by uee of the values of and kg given in Table 8 for the 
(3/2,1) configuration of the hypertrlton. From Eqe. (8.8) 
and (8.6), we see again that the hyperdeuteron ^ ould not be 
AO  bound If a parallel orientation of the A and nucleon spine 
ie favored. For this case, we note from Table 8 that = 
2.926 ± 0.033* 'Phe total energy of hyperhellum-5 correspond­
ing to this value of ko is 
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1 = -64.8 t 0.9 Mev , (8.9) 
tlie minimum occurring appTOxlffiately at (l^) = 0,56x10""^^ 
cm. In regard to the exeeec Mndlng energy represented by 
Bq» (8.9), ©ee the dlseueglon following Eq. (8.5). 
C. InetaMlifcy of the Hypertrlneutron 
fro® the arguments presented In parte A and B of this 
eectlon, ss well as in Section ¥11, w have concluded that 
the ground state of the hypertrlton must be an l-epln singlet. 
fh© queetlon naturally arises -whether there exiets a second. 
bound level of correepondlng to the l-spln triplet state. 
Prom Sqe» 3 5 ) ,  v e  see that the total energy for the 
(§»0) configuration does not depend upon the parameter a^ 
and alio that the effective strength of the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction has been reducecl from that of the other spin 
configurations by about 3® P®^' cent (since q » 0.69). In 
part A of thle eeotion, we have found that = 4.359^0.044. 
For this value of kg, one may show b;y detailed calculations 
that no bound level corresponding to the (^,0) configuration 
•a 
of exlets. For this reaeon, we conclude that the hyper-
trlneutron ( A® 4- 2n), which ie an 1-spln triplet, would 
also not be bound; and, coneiderlng the additional Coulomb 
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energy, hyperheliua-3 ( 2p) would also have no bound 
# 
Th© 8&©e oonoluElon® are obtained for calculations 
with the rang© = 3•90x10 cm. 
D, Effect of Inaccuraoieg of th© Verlational Calculations 
If the variational calculatlong are inaccurate to the 
extent that the total energies at the hypertrlton and four-
partielt hyperfragwents are in error by five per cent or 
more, it le possible that th® hyperdeuteron ra®.y aleo not be 
bound if an antlparallel alignment of the and nucleon 
spins ie aeeuraed to be favored. Consequently, the configura­
tion (i-,1) for the ground utate of the hypertrlton cannot 
be definitely excluded, Hoifever, even if the inaccuracy of 
the variational calculatione is lerge 20 per cent), the 
hyperdiuteron will certainly not be bound for the (3/2,1) 
3  
configuration of » because that part of the potential 
# 
W, F. fry ej^ al. (19) have reported an event which may 
have been the disintegration of either a ^He3 or a a^® • 
Because the total binding energy found for ^®3 (5.9 ± 1 Mev) 
if approximately twice ths-t of the event must be inter­
preted (23) ae a aH®^. An event hag been obeerved by M. 
Ceccareili ml. (6^) that could have been the nonraesonic 
dicintegratlon of either a or a ^He^. The former al­
ternative cannot be e;xclud®d on the same bsels as Fry's event, 
becaui© the binding energy is -6.5 ± ?»? Mev. 
Orbital excitation hae been excluded. 
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energy due to tiie /^-nucleoli interaction depends on 
(1 + wMeJbi ie not too sensltiTe to chsngee in the 
total energy of t;he triplet spin oonflg:uratlon 
of the hjperdeuteron, only the value of (1 + need he 
kno%m, whereas for the singlet spin configuration the indl-
Tlduftl valuee of «q and lauet be determined, by also re­
sorting to the data concerning the four-p&rtlole hyperfrag-
ffient®, lifith a consequent inor@f:,se in the uncertainty of the 
value of {l - 3^q)^q, the effective strength of the Interac 
tlon for the singlet state. 
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IX. SUMMMY 
The pwrpose of the present work hag been to determine 
the parameters of a ph©no»enologlcal potential aeeumed for 
the /^-nucleon interaction, toy fitting them to the obeerved 
binding energieei of the light hyperfrsgments. To thie end, 
Tariational calculations hare been carried out for the hyper-
fr&gffiente with maee numbers lees than or equal to five, 
fhe variationel calculations indicate that the A°-
nuclton interaction ie strongly spin dependent. A parallel 
alignment of the A® nucleon spin® is found to be 
favored, so that the ground state of the hypertrlton ie an 
i-spin ©inglet in a epln quartet state and the Bpin of the 
four-particle hyperfragment8 le 1, However, if the inac-
euraciee of the ealculatione are such that the total energies 
of these hyperfragments are in error by five per cent or jnore, 
we cannot exclude the alternative possibility that an anti-
/\0 
ps.rallel spin alignraent of a nucleon and the /\ is favored. 
For this case the ground state of the hypertrlton would be a 
ipln doublet (in an 1-epln singlet state) and the fpin of 
the four-particle hyperfrapients vould be zero. 
Irreepectlve of whether a parallel or an antlparallel 
alignment of the spins of a nucleon and the /\° is favored, 
the hypertrineutron and hyperhellui)8-3 would not be bound. 
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In reaching thege concluelons, the chief assumptions 
that haT© been made are: (a) the hyperdeuteron is not bound; 
Cb) the spin of the ie (c) the /f-nuoleon interaction 
arising from the Tlrtual exchange of heavy meeons may be 
represented by the aeeumefl phenoasnological potential (any 
possible pion admixture resulting from the virtual exchange 
of at least two pions betwen the A® and nucleon being 
neglected)J (d) all but ths principal S-states of the hyper-
fragnente with maee numbers less than or equal to five may 
be neglected, the nucleon-nucleon interaction being repre­
sented; by the central Yukawa interaction. 
The last two aBsumptlong are rather severe. There ie, 
a •priori, no justification for aeeumption (c) and certainly 
none for the last agfuaiption. However, the results obtained 
in thlE work, together with those on light nuclei. Indicate 
that if one 1® to introduce consistently a phenomenological 
potential for the pion admixture, with the intention of ob­
taining an approximate value of its strength, the tensor 
interaction between nucleons should at least not be neglected. 
The potential of the A®-nucleon Interaction has been 
aeeuraed to be* 
"^See Eqs. {3.I) and (3*2) and the remarlce made in 
regard to them. 
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%S = + "o""!* Po'-lj'- '9.1) 
where = | r- i»j| ie the distance between the A® 
Jth nucleon, with position Yectore r-^ and Fj, respectively; 
CT is the Paull epln vector and le a. numerical parameter; 
le the strength and p is the Inverse of the range, 
JyQ 
of the A -nucleon interaction; is a space exchange 
operator which interchanges the poeltions of particles 1 and J, 
We have shorn in parts A and, B of Section VIII that a 
parallel orientation of spins of a nucleon and the le 
favored and that the parametere of the potential of Eq. 
(9.1) are 
= 0.8^0 t 0.020, = 293.^ t 3.0 Kev, (9.2) 
for = 3.31x10"'^^ on; for - 3.90x10"^^ cm, 
= 0,907 ± 0.019, Kq = 196.9 ± 2.2 Kev. (9.3) 
Th© uncertainties of and K arise from uncertainties in 
o o 
the observed binding energies of the A° in the maee 3 and 
4 hyperfragments and. do not include any estimate of the 
inaccuracle® of the variational calculations. 
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Since ie of the order of unity, ve eee that the 
A'^-nueleon interaction has a strong spin dependence in 
S-statef. 
In order to compare the par&ffletere of the nucleon-
nucleon central lukawa interaction with those of Eq. (9«1), 
we will write the nucleon-nucleon potential, 
%m - + Vt ' 
of Eq. (4.15), in the same form ae Eq. (9.1). This may be 
done if operates on functione that are totally sntieyffl-
iBetrio with respect to the interchange of any two nucleons 
and that also ha^e totally symmetric space parte, (Such a 
choice of functions has been made in the present calcula­
tions.) find by use of Eqe. (4,16) and (4,17) that 
wher® 
a.„ = (l - q)/C3 + q) , 
= (1A)(3 + q)^o • 
(9.5) 
In Eq®. (9.^) and (9.5), is the flietance between 
the kth and fflth nuoleonej ie the strength of the triplet 
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interaction and ig the invere© of the range of the 
central interaction; q is the ratio of the strength of the 
singlet interaction to that of the triplet Interaction. For 
the values of and q given in Eqe. {^,18), we find 
that 
sLq « 0.08^0, = 62.08 Mev, (9.6) 
for • l.l?xlO'-^3 ciB. 
W© see from Eqs. (9.2), (9.,3) and (9.6) that for two-
particle eygt©B8 with parallel spin orlentatione, (l+ a )K^ 
o o 
is roughly 6 or 8 tiaee (l + larger or 
smaller values of respectively. However, because 
iB much ©mailer than the A®-nucleon interaction is 
not a® effective in binding ae the nucleon-nucleon interac­
tion. Is a rough indication of the strength of A°-nucleon 
and nucleon-nucleon forcei for epin triplet states, consider 
the values, obtained fro® the above equatione, for effective 
depth tiiaee the square of the range: 
A®-.nucleon interaction: 
Cl + a II oCf a 59.2x10^^ Mev-cffi^ (oc = 3.31x10"^^ cm) 
o o o O 
S ^ 1.1x10-26 Mev-Cffi^ ( oC = 3.90x10-1^ cm) 
0 
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nwcleon-nucleoii Interaction: 
93.3x10-2® Mev-cffi^. z 1.17x10-^3 ^gj) 
As poiEteci out in Section II, the observed (44, 45) 
mode of disintegration of hyperhy<arogen-4, 
^ He^ + TT" , (9.7) 
implief that the spin of aaee 4 hyperfragmente can only be 
• + - if 
0 , 1  ,  2  ,  .  .  ,  ,  A specification of the epin of 
therefor© allows the parity of the A® (relative to the 
nuoleon) to b® deduced. On the baei® of the calculations 
of th® preaent work, we hav@ concluded, that the spin of the 
four-particle hyperfragmente is 1. AB B. coneequenc©, the 
spin of the would have to be f"*" » 
0. Wentztl (48) has pointed out that if the /\°-nucleon 
interaction le aeeumed to arise predominantly from the vir­
tual exchange of ©-neBone, then certain aesignmente of spin 
And parity, 
cs^ .S^) « (i"^ ,0"^ ), (r.i^), (3/2-,1-), 
« 
lowever, as pointed out at the very beginning of this 
gfction. If the inaccuracies of the variational caiculatione 
are sufficiently large, then spin zero for the asaes 4 hyper-
fragments cannot be definitely excluded. In this case, the 
spin of the A ^^ould be f"*. 
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can be ruled out, because In tiiese cases hyperfragmente vlth 
mass nuffiberg greater than or equal to four would not be 
bound. Since we hare eoneluded that the A® has spin , 
the 6-iB®sons would have to have a spin of l" rather than O"*" , 
according to Wtntzel*B arguments. As mentioned in Section 
I, A, the 7T® decay mode of the ie forbidden if the 
has odd parity* A apin aseignment of 1" to the Q° would 
therefore be inooneietent with tentative evidence (4, 5) re­
ported for the 7t° decay aode of the 0®, A epin of for 
the A^, which is the conclusion of the present work, implies 
that the A -nucleon Interaction cannot arise from the vir­
tual exchange of 45-mtsoiis, if the latter do indeed have even 
# 
parity. 
A  spin of 0 for the Q® would not definitely exclude ^  •*" 
for the A , since the A®-nucleon force may also arise from 
the virtual exchange of heavy ate sons other than the ©-par­
ticles, such ag the X'-fflesons, Present indications (^9) 
itrongly favor a parity of the T-aeson opposite to that of 
the 9°, the aoet probable value being O". Mentzel does not 
confilder tMe possibility. However, one can conclude from 
arguments elailar to thoee of Wentsel that light hyperfrag-
aente would be bound for ) « (f^ , 0~). 
A predominant pion admixture would, of course, aleo be 
oonsietent with a spin of for th© A®* 
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X. SU&dES'flONS FOR FURTHEH STUDY 
Because of the Inadequacy of the central Yiikava inter­
action, m find it difficult to eetimate from the results of 
the prteent wrk whether a A®~nucleon interaction arising 
from the virtual exchange of heavy mesons can account quanti­
tatively for ttes force between nucleone and the A°, How­
ever, it is certainly poeeible that this interaction may be 
the floBinant one among- other® and approxiroately account for 
the binding energies of the light hyperfragments. For the 
large binding energy of obtained here will be reduced 
considerably if the tensor interaction between nucleone is 
alBO included (even iirithout Introducing a possible spin-
orbit interaction). Calculations of properties of light 
nuclei in which the tensor interaction hae been taken into 
consideration have been reported recently for the three-, 
four- and six-particle nuclei C5^» 55, 56), Trial wave 
functions sliallar to those introduced by J. Irving (5,3) and 
used in this work were employed with considerably leee 
effort than 1« usually required in such calculations. Al­
though the errors in the binding energie® of the A® in the 
G-. Abrahaffi (57) has shown thst a two-body spin-orbit 
force may possibly make a large change in calculatione of 
binding energies in ae light a nucleus as the deuteron. 
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light hjperfragiiient® are still rather large and the spin of 
the A® is not yet definitely determined, it is imperative 
to d®termlne what effeot Including the tensor interaction 
between nuoleong vould have on the calculations described 
in the present work. 
fhe trial wave functions used here have been chosen to 
be symaetric with respect to the interchange of the positione 
of any pair of particles and contain only one veriational 
parameter. As pointed out at the beginning of Section IV, 
a trial wave function containing separate variational 
parameters as coefficients for the hyperon-nucleon distance 
and nucleon-nucleon dietance was not used primarily because 
the expectation value of the A°-nucleon interaction poten­
tial would be extremely difficult to evaluate exactly. How­
ever, a preliminary examination indicates that an expansion 
may be made in powers of the difference of the persjmetere. 
Little difficulty would arl«e from introducing tw parameters 
if Saussian wsve functions were used. Although one irould 
expect that Gaussian functions are not as suitable for the 
# 
Yukawa potential, it would be interesting to eee whether 
the energies, calculated with these functions and tiro 
# 
High-energy scattering dats Indicate that the potential 
for the nucleon-nucleon. interaction ha© a long tail, ae does 
a Yukawa or exponential potential. 
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variational parameters, would be Insproved. &e compared to the 
present result®. 
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